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The objective of the master’s thesis is to analyse and find solutions for developing the target
company’s project logistics processes and distribution of outflowing goods. To achieve this,
the purpose is to study the key project logistics processes of the target company as well as to
analyse the distribution operations of the company’s large-scale projects in accordance with the
project portfolio. Through analysing the project material distribution and studying the project
logistics processes, required development actions and changes of the development work are
identified. During the research, identified development actions will be implemented and
suggestions given for both streamlining the project logistics process and for promoting the
traceability of outflowing goods.
The research will be carried out using both quantitative and qualitative research methods.
During the study, the models and theories of the systematic process development, project
logistics and distribution analysis will be elaborated. Based on the presented literature, the
project logistics processes of the target company are described and presented, in addition
important process related findings and observations are discussed. In the research
implementation, various interviews and discussions form the basis for the project logistics
process analysis and for the analysis of the company’s distribution operations of outflowing
goods.
As a result of the research, it is possible to identify project logistics process related challenges
as well as to identify areas for development in the company’s distribution operations. By
analysing the project distribution, the traceability and significance of the outflowing goods and
logistics information within the process are able to be assessed. Based on the presented
distribution analysis, several actions to improve external material distribution and their
visibility are identified during the development work. Furthermore, based on the process
analysis, development actions are formed, and proposals are given for enhancing the project
logistics of the company. In addition, the requirements set by the identified development actions
are assessed during the research.
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Diplomityön tavoitteena on analysoida ja löytää kohteita kohdeyrityksen projektilogistiikan
prosessien ja ulos virtaavien materiaalien kehittämiseksi. Tarkoitus on tutkia kohdeyrityksen
keskeisimpiä projektilogistiikan prosesseja sekä analysoida yrityksen projektiohjelman
mukaisia suuren kokoluokan projekteja ja niiden toimitusten ohjausta. Projektitoimitusten
analysoinnilla ja projektilogististen prosessien tutkimisella saadaan selville tutkimuksen aikana
toteutettavan kehitystyön vaatimat muutokset. Tutkimuksen aikana kehitetään ja annetaan
suosituksia sekä projektilogistisen prosessin tehostamiseksi että lähtevien materiaalivirtojen
jäljitettävyyden edistämiseksi.
Tutkimus toteutetaan sekä kvantitatiivisia että kvalitatiivisia tutkimusmenetelmiä hyödyntäen.
Työn aikana syvennytään kirjallisuudessa esitettyihin malleihin ja teorioihin prosessien
systemaattisesta kehittämisestä, sekä ulkoisten materiaalivirtojen ja projektilogistiikan
analysoimisesta. Esitettyyn kirjallisuuteen tukeutuen, kohdeyrityksen projektilogistiikan
prosessit mallinnetaan ja esitetään, minkä lisäksi tuodaan esille prosessiin liittyviä löydöksiä ja
havaintoja. Tutkimuksen toteutuksessa erinäiset haastattelut sekä keskustelut luovat pohjan
projektilogistisen prosessin analysoinnille ja toimitusmallin määrittelylle.
Tutkimuksen lopputuloksena pystytään tunnistamaan prosessien toimintaan liittyviä haasteita
ja havaitsemaan kehityskohteita suurten projektien toimitusmallista. Toimitusmallin
analysoinnilla pystytään arvioimaan ulosvirtaavien materiaali- ja tietovirtojen merkitystä ja
näkyvyyttä prosessissa. Toimitusmallin pohjalta kehitysprojektissa tunnistetaan toimenpiteitä
ulkoisten materiaalivirtojen ja niiden näkyvyyden kehittämiseksi sekä arvioidaan tunnistettujen
toimenpiteiden asettamia vaatimuksia. Lisäksi prosessianalyysin pohjalta muodostetaan
kehitystoimenpiteitä ja annetaan ehdotuksia projektilogistiikan tehostamiseksi.
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INTRODUCTION

In the field of global project industry, the project logistics and distribution management are
undeniably in a key position. Especially for projects, the correct control and efficient movement
of goods are important, because often in project-industries the production is not the only
material-dependent stakeholder. On the contrary, in the engineering or construction projects the
precise logistics and material management must go beyond the production, all the way to the
project site. The essential areas for project logistics are such processes as receipt, storage,
packing, transportation, and material handling.

The significance of logistics processes to the corporate success cannot be highlighted too much.
Logistics process supports organizations core business processes in various ways as it creates a
process where material, information as well as cash moves from supplier to customer. It has
been stated that it is nearly impossible to encounter the customer without implementing prober
logistics process as without logistics process the information cannot flow. Therefore, the
logistics is one of the key factors for corporate success. (Sakki 1999, 24-25) In the global project
business, organizations must have efficient and clear processes and operations in order to
manage projects successfully. (Martinsuo & Blonqvist 2014, 4)

The future of the global logistics is characterized by various upcoming opportunities and
challenges. The logistics business has globally become more uncertain and volatile alongside
the high growth rates of globalization. (Melnyk et al., 2009, 4647) The current course of global
distribution, sourcing and production has entailed that the potential risk for logistics operations
has been increasing. Due to the steadily increasing globalization, the supply chains have
become more complex and longer. Moreover, customer behaviour and expectations have
changed in a way which causes pressure on global logistics. (Heiko et al., 2013, 407-408)
Therefore, today it is necessity that organizations are dynamic and well organized by their
structure. This means, that the processes need to be organized in a way that the organization
can remain its competitiveness and adapt quickly to the changing market demands. Uncertainty
has become a concern that organizations must manage more than ever. (Melnyk et al., 2009,
4648)
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1.1

Research background

This Master’s Thesis is conducted for a Finnish company that operates in the field of industrial
automation. The company delivers various logistics automation solutions from simple robotic
cells to large comprehensive system solutions. The company operates globally in uncertain
project business environment where various and unique variables make business challenging to
manage.
This research’s target company provides advanced logistics automation technology solutions
and services as well as software for the needs of various industries. The company has especially
specialized in internal logistics automation of industrial enterprises. For example, the company
offers various solutions from material handling to warehousing. The company is one of the
leading logistics automation system providers for tire industry and the company has developed
many unique technological solutions for various industries. The operations of the company are
heavily project-orientated, and the company has sales and project operations all over the world.
During recent years, the operations of the company have been rapidly expanding. By company’s
standards the sizes of the projects have grown fast from small to large, and hence company’s
projects have started to focus more and more to larger comprehensive system solutions. Due to
the strong growth the company’s operating models have rapidly developed and changed.
Furthermore, along with the growth, the company launched implementation project for new
ERP system in 2018 which have developed company’s operations even faster. Against this
background, the company does not have a clear view how the project logistic operations are
performing.
Due to the extent of company’s operations as well as shortcomings in the project logistics
process, the company is currently facing various challenges during the project implementation.
For now, the company wants to study and clarify the current situation of the company’s project
logistics processes as well as analyse the traceability of the goods and information within the
process flowing to the company’s project sites. Company’s project sites are globally distributed
around Europe, Asia and America. The decentralisation of projects sets challenges to
management of project logistics, especially in terms of external transport and material handling.
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Because company’s project sizes and numbers are expected to continue growing, the challenges
will have to be met by streamlining and developing the project logistics processes.

1.2

Objectives and limitations of the research

This research aims to identify the development areas of the company’s project logistics
processes as well as identify ways to improve the traceability of outflowing goods within the
project logistics process. For this reason, the main objectives of this master’s thesis are:
1. Determine the current state of the company’s project logistics processes and identify
potential areas for improvement
2. Analyse how the traceability of material and information flows within the project
logistics process can be developed
-

By analysing more precisely distribution of outgoing goods from the
company’s premises to the project sites, in the company’s large-scale
projects

3. Evaluate how the identified development actions affect to the project logistics
process, company’s site logistics and possibly to company’s other functions.

Achieving these goals enables one to identify development areas, present development
proposals and assess their impact by taking into account the development project that is being
carried out. The most essential logistics functions for this project are picking-, packaging-,
shipping and transportation-, freight forwarding and site logistics.

In this research, the focus is on large system solution projects which cover most of the
company’s yearly shipments. The review of project logistics and outflowing goods will only
consider the logistics operations which were mentioned above, and thus other logistics
operations are limited out from the detailed review. Therefore, logistics operations such as
internal logistics of production are not discussed in detail. Thus, the focus of the research will
be on the company’s project related outbound logistics activities. In this research only the parent
company’s processes and material distribution flowing from the company’s premises to the
project sites are discussed. Thus, the company’s subsidiaries operating in the same business
environment are not discussed.
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For the master’s thesis project, a perspective is brought from the theoretical background
information from literature and scientific publications related to the topic. The literature is used
to sought aspects for project logistics management as well as for seeking ways to analyse
external material flows and traceability. Perspectives for process analysis and development are
sought from theoretical frameworks of process management. Project management theories are
sought to from literature to give perspective of concepts of project management in global
business environment and to create understanding of how the project business affects to the
logistics operations.

1.3

Research methodology

The research has been conducted in employment relationship with the target company of this
research. In the implementation of the research, a certain work order was not followed but
instead several steps were carried out simultaneously. The research methods that were used was
both qualitative and quantitative. These methods are mutually supportive, as with qualitive
research methods one can find things that can also be studied quantitatively.

In the beginning of the research, the means of process- and project management as well as
theories of supply chain and logistics management that are found in the literature are being
acquainted. In the literature review, the focus is on the theories of the process analysis as well
as the development of project logistics and material distribution management. Process
development methodologies as well as the means of developing project material distribution
are considered to be key parts.

The empirical part of the research is conducted qualitatively by getting acquainted with the
target company’s project logistics processes through interviews, discussions, and observations.
In addition to the qualitative work, quantitative data have been sought for the study from the
company’s ERP and documentation systems. As a result, from these information various
analyses have been formed for the research.

1.4

Structure of the thesis
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The structure of the thesis is divided into two sections. The first section, the chapters 2 and 3
build the theoretical base for the thesis. These chapters focus on the literature related to this
research and they seek to build deeper understanding of the discussed research topic. This way
the research is put in wider context. The second section, chapters 4-6 build the empirical base
for this research, during which empirical studies and implemented analyses of the research are
discussed. The empirical part of the research begins with definition of the initial situation from
which the research proceeds systematically step-by-step towards the results and conclusions of
the study.

From theoretical chapters, the chapter 2 discusses the means and methods of process
management, and describes the systematics framework for analysing, measuring, and
developing of processes. Furthermore, the chapter 2 discusses the importance of global project
management. The chapter 3 discusses the theories of supply chain analysis particularly focusing
on logistics, distribution, and material management in project-based industries.
From the empirical chapters, in the chapter 4 the initial state of the company’s operations and
relevant project logistics processes are discussed and presented. In the chapter 5 the results of
interviews and observations are presented at first. Moreover, after this the company’s largescale projects distribution of outflowing goods are analysed in more detail. The chapter 6
focuses on presenting the changes and development actions which are identified and created
during the development project. At first the chapter presents the development actions for
material distribution from which the general project logistics related development actions are
reached.

Chapter 7 presents the most significant results and conclusions of the research which have been
achieved through the research work. In addition, potential areas for further research are being
discussed. Finally, the chapter 8 summarizes the main analyses, results, and conclusions of the
research project.
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2

BUSINESS PROCESS MANAGEMENT

As organization’s business expands and markets become more open, finding alternative and
new ways for doing business is a necessity. Organizations must seek ways to develop their
business to fully exploit the available opportunities and to guard against rising threats to
corporate success. Global organizations must look for ways to convert their resources and
capabilities into a competitive advantage. (Gourdin 2006, 15)

Business Process Management (BPM) has become known in recent years for overseeing how
work is performed in an organization and as a tool for change and development. Process
thinking has been found to be particularly suitable for analysing real- and information intensive
processes. (Dumas et al., 2013, 1-3) As logistics systems are based on real processes, such as
materials management, and are information intensive processes, process thinking is an
important tool in the development of logistics operations. (Groudin 2006, 1-3; Dumas et al.,
2013, 35) For aforesaid reasons, in this research business process management tools and
techniques was decided to be used for studying the company’s project logistics processes.
In this chapter business process management’s main tools and techniques are introduced,
focusing especially on the process analysis and modelling. This chapter builds the framework
for the systematic process analysis which is implemented during the project work of company’s
project logistics process analysis. Through these principles, process development and
measurement are reached. Business process management is a relevant for the study as it will
give an understanding how the processes work and how they can be developed.

2.1

Framework for the process analysis

Business processes may be the least managed business aspect. It does not matter how talented
and inspired personnel are running the business, a company cannot succeed through faulty
processes (Krajewski et al., 2010, 144). Business processes are value-adding activities in which
the company invests various resources. Process is a customer-to-customer chain where the
customer can be either internal or external. In the process different value adding activities
combine into whole chains. This chain can be divided into a key- or support processes. Key
processes are linked into external customer and support processes are company’s internal
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processes which serve the company’s key process. The key for successful process management
is to set goals for the process delivered from the company’s strategy, understand, and monitor
the operation of the process and to use that information for development of the process.
(Martinsuo & Blonqvist, 2010, 5)
The process analysis is a detailed description of the process – how it is carried out and how it
can be developed (Krajewski et al., 2019, 89). The process analysis is needed for re-engineering
and development of the process as well as for monitoring the performance of the process over
time. (Krajewski et al., 2010, 144) Process analysis is an area of process work which have been
receiving a lot of attention with process modelling itself (Brocke & Rosemann 2015, 75).
Process analysis focuses on how the work is carried out in the organization. It answers for
example such questions as: is the best value already offered to the customer (internal or
external)? Can the work be improved?

When aiming for the process development work it is desirable to first define the scope of the
development project and to identify which process or processes are affected by the change.
After defining the scope, reliable data of the current processes is needed. General measurement
data and information of existing processes are compiled which can be used for describing the
operation of the process. For data collection, for example interviews, workshops, database
analysis, process observations as well as simulation modelling are relevant techniques.
(Martinsuo & Blonqvist, 2010, 6-7) Literature presents different approaches for systematic
process analysis, which all consists very similar elements. Krajewski et al., (2010, 144) and
Rushton et al., (2017, 123) divides the process analysis into a six-step framework as show in
the figure 1 below.
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Figure 1. Framework for systematic process analysis (Krajewski et al., 2010, 144)

In many frameworks, process analysis starts with identifying opportunities for development and
ends with implementing a redesigned process (Rushton et al., 2017, 123). From the final step
the cycle should return to the first step. This creates a cycle of continual improvement
(Krajewski et al., 2010, 144). The presented framework can be applied to process development
project involving either incremental or major changes. These changes can include, for example,
development of completely new process or a redesign of an existing process. (Krajewski et al.,
2019, 89)

Step 1: Identifying the opportunities
The process development typically starts by identifying the opportunities for development. In
this phase, relevant process related problems are being addressed and identified. (Dumas et al.,
2013, 21) If the process is constantly failing to reach its requirements and targets either because
of faulty design or faulty execution, it often signals that the process performance is inadequate.
If the process performance does not meet the desired targets, the reasons for the shortcomings
must be determined fundamentally. (Brocke & Rosemann 2015, 5) A way to identify
opportunities is to look for strategic issues and gaps between a process’s competitive priorities
and capabilities (Krajewski et al., 2010, 145). Employees, internal suppliers, or customers who
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actually perform or are involved to the process should be encouraged to bring their ideas to the
table for managers and specialists (Rushton et al., 2017, 123). As an outcome of an
identification, a business problem is posed and the direction of process development is
presented (Dumas et al., 2013, 21).

Step 2: Define the scope
After the opportunities of improvement are identified, the scope of the process which is being
analysed must be established (Krajewski et al., 2019, 89; Rushton et al., 2017, 124). For
example, it is good to define if the investigated process a board process that stretches across the
whole company involving several employees and steps or is the process narrower subprocess.
The scope of the process should match the resources that management have assigned for
improving or reengineering of the process. (Krajewski et al., 2010, 145) Defining the key
outcomes provides an understanding what the process is all about and what the development
project is trying to achieve (Rushton et al., 2017, 124).

Step 3: Document the process
In process documentation or also called as-is process modelling. During this phase, the current
state of each relevant processes is documented (Dumas et al., 2013, 21; Rushton et al., 2017,
124). Typically, process description includes process inputs, (internal or external) operators,
process outputs and customers (internal or external). This information is then presented with
diagrams and process maps. (Krajewski et al., 2010, 145) During this step the process workflow
is identified in detail as it progresses through each phase and relevant department. Process
mapping is suggested to be performed in stages where the initial mapping focuses on identifying
the main elements of each process. After the initial process mapping is completed, the next step
would be to proceed to a much more detailed mapping. Process related problems should be
identified and noted during the documentation phase. (Rushton et al., 2017, 124)

Step 4: Evaluate performance
After the process mapping has been completed the current state of the process must be analysed.
Based on the detailed process maps any opportunities for the improvements can be identified.
(Krajewski et al., 2010, 145; Rushton et al., 2017, 124) The current state of the process should
always be compared to the organization’s performance objectives, for example does the current
process produce the desired results and what types of deficiencies can be observed? (Martinsuo
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& Blomqvist 2010, 9) The process performance targets set by the organization needs to be
compared to the critical metrics that corresponds to the customer needs and requirements set by
the organization. These targets can be, for example, customer expectations or enterprise needs.
(Brocke & Rosemann, 2015, 4; Rushton et al., 2017, 124) The aim is to use the gathered data
of organization’s targets to perform process analysis to determine where improvements are
necessary (Krajewski et al., 2010, 145).

Step 5: Process re-engineering
The analysis of the process should have revealed areas for development. The goal during the
process re-engineering phase is to identify actions that would improve these identified issues.
Finding solutions for improvement is important so that the organization it able to meet its
performance objectives. (Dumas et al., 2013, 21-22) For process re-engineering purposes, the
process development team should generate a list of ideas for process improvements. This can
be done, for example by analysing process objectives and performance indicators. Furthermore,
generated ideas should be shifted and analysed. (Krajewski et al., 2010, 146) Depending the
scale of the process, various development ideas should be analysed and compared based on the
set objectives. At the end, the most promising development ideas are combined which will
eventually lead to the redesigned process. For achieving the most promising results the analysis
and the redesign of the process should progress hand-to-hand. (Dumas et al., 2013, 21-22)

Step 6: Implementing changes
In implementation phase, the actions required to move from the old process to the new process
are carried out. Implementing changes does not only mean developing and executing of a plan
for preparing and performing the changes. (Dumas 2013 et al, 22). In process development
projects, it is common that process is redesigned well but the planned changes are never
implemented (Krajewski et al., 2010, 146). During implementation, organizational change
management steps up. Change management corresponds to the activities that are needed to
change the way of working within the organization. (Dumas et al., 2013, 22) Implementing a
redesigned process may be undertaken on a pilot basis at first for testing the effectiveness of
the implemented change. Subsequently, appropriate process measures should be taken into use
to monitor the process continually. (Rushton et al., 2017, 124)
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2.2

Process modelling tools and methods

Process modelling is an effective way for analysing the process both when identifying the areas
for process improvement and when modelling the target process. When developing the
processes, the focus should be on identification of process value-adding activities and their
associated information and material flows. For finding these value-adding activities, process
modelling is the key. (Martinsuo & Blonqvist 2010, 9) Ultimately, the aim of the process
modelling is to improve the weak spots of the process (Brocke & Rosemann 2015, 18-19).

Process development tools and technologies are an important part of business process
development, and they are often good place to start getting familiar with business process
development (Brocke & Rosemann 2015, 38). When the process’s performance is inadequate
and the organization’s aim is to develop its efficiency, it is necessary to obtain as much reliable
data regarding the current situation as possible. It is useful to gather both general measurement
data about the current process as well as data which illustrates the functionality of the processes.
(Martinsuo & Blomqvist 2010, 9) This means imposing a formal structure of the process –
identifying its beginning and end, and intermediate steps to measure how well it is currently
performing (Brocke & Rosemann 2015, 18-19).

When organization aims to redesign its processes, there are numerous of different tools and
techniques that can be applied to support the process assessment (Rushton et al., 2017, 124).
Process analysis tools allow people to understand how processes work so that they can look for
ways to improve them. These tools can be used to assist explaining, for example, how a process
works, detect possible causes of problems, and identify ways to improve it. (Gourdin 2006,
266) The techniques ranges from those that provide assistance with the initial categorization of
key process objectives to those that provide a detailed assessment of the processes themselves
and thus they can be used to identify opportunities for process improvement. (Rushton et al.,
2017, 124)

When mapping the process as it is, it is typical to map the process from the start to end and
track down the value-adding activities as well as information and material flows as they occur.
An important goal behind current state process mapping is to find areas for improvement. When
mapping the current processes, it is important that one does not make the mistake and map the
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ideal target process. Current state and target process models must be kept separate. (Martinsuo
& Blomqvist 2010, 13-17; Dumas et al., 2013, 20-21) In turn, when mapping the target process,
it is typical to map the process from the end to the start. During this, it is vital to ensure the
simplicity and feasibility of the process model. A target process model review is often
performed to ensure that the process meets its performance objectives and to verify that all the
important value-adding activities are taken into the account. (Martinsuo & Blomqvist 2010, 1718)

When talking about process modelling, no single method has achieved the status of standard
practice. Instead, the modelling can be done with various methods which many methods suits
in different purposes and needs better than others. Most common methods are flowcharts,
process flow diagrams, swimlane diagrams, task matrix as well as textual descriptions.
(Martinsuo & Blomqvist 2010, 9-12; Hannus 1993, 46; Brocke & Rosemann 2015, 130-132)

Flowchart gives a visual understanding of how the material and information flow in the process
and how the process actually flows. One diagram or chart should describe the steps of one coreor sub-process in a chronological order. (Dumas et al., 2013, 167; Hannus, 1993, 46) Flowcharts
provide a pictorial display of the steps in a process. These visual descriptions help to define the
process steps and logic flow for process activities. Flow-charting helps to identify weaknesses
in a process, for example gaps, redundancies and bottlenecks, and finally flow-charting assists
in describing, developing and documenting improvements to the process. (Gourdin 2006, 266)
Swimlane diagrams are very similar in purpose with flowcharts but instead the visual
description is slightly different as in the Swimlane diagrams the process flows from left to right
step by step. However, unlike in flowcharts the Swimlane diagrams illustrate process roles and
thus is more suitable for business process modelling. (Martinsuo & Blomqvist 2010, 11-13) In
the figure 2 below is illustrated a typical Swimlane diagram.
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Figure 2. Example of Swimlane diagram (Martinsuo & Blomqvist, 2010, 12)

During the process modelling value-adding activities, information and material flows are
identified and described. The beginnings and ends of the processes are identified as well as the
inputs and outputs. (Martinsuo & Blomqvist 2010, 9) The business process modelling language
constructs of set of symbols. In process modelling specific symbol illustrate specific event,
activity, gateway, or for example condition in the process flow. (Brocke & Rosemann, 2015,
224) In the figure 3 is illustrated the key symbols used in the process mapping.

Figure 3. Common process modelling symbols (Martinsuo & Blomqvist, 2010, 11)
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From process development point of view, highly detailed process descriptions are rarely
needed. If the process contains a lot uncertainty and the process is not necessary implemented
precisely in the same manner every time, there is no point to create particularly detailed process
descriptions. (Martinsuo & Blomqvist 2010, 13-14) In the case of when mapping the target
process phase-specific task lists, supporting it by simple visual flowchart of key process steps
may be sufficient enough. Hence, adapting complex modelling methods and sympols is
unnecessary.

The detailed descriptions of the processes deal with the most critical processes, where the tasks
are allocated the resources they need. The detailed process description distinguishes between
task dependencies which are measurable. Furthermore, the roles and responsibilities are
important for the task to be performed. (Martinsuo & Blomqvist 2010, 10) Modelling a process
as-is may be a complex task. Therefore, apart which visual or textual modelling technique is
selected for process modelling, it is important to follow a predefined procedure in order to
approach modelling in a systematic manner. (Dumas et al., 2013, 167)

2.3

Process management in project-based industry

In project environments the organizations are characterized by uncertainty, change and
complexity. In industrial environments, projects usually require the resources of various
organizations. Furthermore, coordinated work of multiple personnel, teams, and subunits are
often needed. Because each project is somehow aiming at a unique goal, uncertainty and risk
are often inherent and each project are somewhat unique. (Tonchia & Cozzi 2008, 7-9)
Organizations operating in technologies such as construction, software development or
engineering routinely encounter unexpected events in their business. Due to these reasons,
organizations operating in the project-industry need to be adaptable to the changing objectives,
customer demands, resources and varying environmental changes. Organizations must be able
to deal with the uncertainty that are associated with these changes. (Nicholas & Steyn 2012,
467) Therefore, organization’s operation in project industries are often less repetitive by their
processes and thus their operations are managed in slightly different manner. Furthermore, this
also appears in organizations processes. (Tonchia & Cozzi 2008, 7-9)
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In project industries the organization’s operations are often guided by different project
management approaches. In the literature, various different approaches for standardized project
management are presented. For example, methodologies such as ISO 9000, European
Foundation for Quality Management (EFQM) as well as Project Management Body of
Knowledge (PMBOK) provide systematic guidelines and knowledge for standardized project
management. These methodologies provide understanding how projects are defined and
executed successfully. (Nicholas & Steyn 2012, 554-557; Sandhu & Gunasekaran, 2004, 678,
688)

However, because process management is a holistic view it demands that each function works
closely together at the project handover points. As the project proceeds from one phase or
function to another, the progression needs to be evaluated. Moreover, throughout the whole
project the progression of the project needs to be continuously approved against the customer’s
requirements. Furthermore, unlike in traditional business, it must be considered that in project
industry the way how the functions are organized will vary from project to project due to the
changing objectives and requirements set by customer. (Sandhu & Gunasekaran, 2004, 675)
Thus, it is important to consider the factors and limitations for business process development
set by the project business’s characteristics.

Project management methodology
The project management methodology is a framework which organizations mandates for
systematic project management. The framework aims to ensure that all projects are performed
and managed systematically, in a similar and standardized manner. Requiring pre-described
framework for project management guides a company to assure that all its projects are managed
and implemented consistently. In project industries, each organization creates or adopts the
methodology to fit its, requirements, business procedures, culture, size, technology, and nature
of its projects. This way the organization can increase the probability of projects meeting the
desired objectives and requirements set by the company and customers. (Nicholas & Steyn
2012, 554)

Deficient or lacking methodology may cause that project managers apply their own tools,
practices, and techniques for project management purposes. Without prescribed project
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management methodology, the risk remains that projects are managed differently. In worst case
even projects which are managed by the same project manager are managed differently.
Therefore, the methodology aims to make sure that all the “best” management practices,
procedures and techniques are recognized and applied commonly across all projects within the
organization. Thus, the applied methodology also affects to the company’s processes. (Nicholas
& Steyn 2012, 554)

Figure 4 illustrates an example of phase and project deliverable model (PPDM) adapted and
implemented in the project. In the example, the model encompasses five phases and the set of
deliverables, activities and documents that guides the project team in the project execution.
(Conforto & Amaral 2016, 6-7) The life cycle of organization’s projects is specified by the
methodology. It specifies project managers and stakeholders’ roles and tasks during each
project phase. (Nicholas & Steyn 2012, 554)

Figure 4. PPDM adapted for project (Adapted) (Conforto & Amaral 2016, 7)

The project management methodology aims to define the stages or phases of the project. In the
methodology projects are split into, for example, the phases of vision, conception, design,
prototype, and production – and then the methodology states what should happen in each.
(Conforto & Amaral 2016, 7-8) Often the beginning of each phase is called as a gate which are
decision points for approval of project requirements, validation, initiation, or launch. These
decisions are made at each gate based on specific criteria, for example set of different tasks.
(Nicholas & Steyn 2012, 554-555)
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Project organization
Organizational structure is another important factor which affects in organizations processes in
project driven industries (Pheng 2018, 23). In the project-industry type of work, field of
industry, operating environment as well as goals affect to the company’s organizational
structures. Typically, organization structures develop over time as a combination of executed
projects and responses to emerging problems. For successful project management,
organizations often need specialized units and roles. Moreover, special expertise and resources
are often needed to deal with specific situations, certain tasks, and problems. (Nicholas & Steyn
2012, 465)

The project manager is responsible of implementation and management of its projects and thus
share task to the functional units and exploit all available resources in the best possible way.
Project manager needs to manage and control the changing resources during the project
execution. The resources need to be allocated in a way so that the project can achieve all the
desired goals. (Pheng 2018, 24) The former managers are responsible for preserving the
standards of efficiency of a given functional unit. They are responsible of making the needed
resources and competences of function available for variety of projects within the organization.
(Tonchia & Cozzi 2008, 110-111)

In typical industries, companies are organized by functional units. In functional companies the
organizations are divided into a units or departments and the work is implemented based on
departmental objectives (Hannus 1993, 34). However, for managing industrial projects the
principle of dividing work to functions is often inadequate. In the companies operating in the
project driven industries the project management often requires more advanced resourcing. For
example, complex industrial projects may simultaneously require resources and competencies
that belong to multiple functions. Hence, in project environment when working to achieve
certain objectives the available resources must be reorganized instead of following specific
procedures. (Tonchia & Cozzi 2008, 110–111) Organizational structures in the project
organizations are often different than in traditional industrial organization affecting to the roles
and responsibilities in organization’s processes and thus directly into the processes. Therefore,
these project business’s characteristics are important to be considered when organization’s
processes are planned to be developed. (Nicholas & Steyn 2012, 475)
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2.4

Process development

When starting process development, it is important to understand organization’s true operating
environment (Martinsuo & Blomqvist 2010, 8-9). Thus, mapping organization’s overall process
map is an important tool for developing the operations as many problems are related to the
interfaces between the core functions which the process map highlights clearly (Hannus 1993,
44). Furthermore, this is often the first step when embarking on process identification. Thus,
company’s process map needs to be identified and it is necessary to identify where considered
processes belong. (Martinsuo & Blomqvist 2010, 8-9)

Typical processes of a project-based industrial company are often categorised into strategic,
functional, and administrative processes. Furthermore, these processes can be called as key-,
core-, and sub-processes. A process is linked into organisation’s structure through its objective
and resources that it uses. Thus, for example core process may require resources from
organization’s all functions whereas sub-process may consider organizations single function.
(Sandhu & Gunasekaran, 2004, 678; Martinsuo & Blomqvist 2010, 6-7) These structural factors
of processes must be considered, as they are likely to influence the development actions of the
process – to their extent and feasibility. Defining given process development project clearly
will remarkably improve the chances of the project success (Sandhu & Gunasekaran, 2004,
675-676).

Excellence in process development is based on identifying, analysing, and implementing ways
to create value (Sandhu & Gunasekaran, 2004, 676). Literature states that development targets
can be identified in three fields: lack of investments on value-creating activities, waste, and
error selections. Lack of investments means for example that the process is run with limited
resources and thus is performing inadequately. Running process with limited recourses display,
for example as a bottleneck. (Martinsuo & Blomqvist 2010, 17-18)

Once the process is fully understood it can be developed. In practice, there is many ways how
the process can be improved (Krajewski et al., 2019, 88-89). Process improvement can be
incremental or radical, top-down, or participative, continuous or one-time, focused or large,
cross-functional processes or small processes at the work level, and oriented to process flows
or other attributes of process. (Brocke & Rosemann 2015, 27-28) Process improvements should
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be tested under limited and well-supported conditions before its true implementation. However,
piloting is not always possible, especially for complicated processes. Nevertheless, at least the
process model should be formed and tested by asking the opinions of the process personnel and
other experts in the field, for example regarding the defects and feasibility. (Martinsuo &
Blomqvist 2010, 18)

Process development also often involves developing of people competences involved in the
process as well as adapting the necessary systems to the process. This may for example require
trainings, process guidelines or changes to existing IT systems. (Martinsuo & Blomqvist 2010,
18) From successful process development point of view this means that it is essential to involve
all process’s important personnel to the development project and ensure the IT and system
capabilities. (Dumas et al., 2013, 261-262; Sandhu & Gunasekaran, 2004, 678) By
implementing a new and better ways of working, organizations are able to provide more value
to their customers. Along the development organizations are rewarded with higher margins.
(Sandhu & Gunasekaran, 2004, 675).

Process measurement
Measuring process performance has always been a key component of successful process
management. However, depending on the measured process and operating environment,
evaluating the process productivity, performance and functionality can be difficult task (Brocke
& Rosemann 2015, 29). Despite the organizations field of industry, the functionality of the
process as well as the outputs and inputs of the process is important to be measured and
monitored. For example, measuring inputs and outputs of the process can certainly have a
significant role in process measurement as they can be important diagnostic indicators of the
process. (Martinsuo & Blomqvist 2010, 20-21)

In the early stages of process development, measuring the process outputs is a good starting
point as this information is typically easily accessible. However, in uncertain environments, for
example in global project business, real-time data such as customer satisfaction or production
volumes may not be easily available. Thus, in uncertain environments it is easier to focus on
measuring inputs such as resources, material quantities or general expenses. Although real-time
information measuring can be difficult, continuous improvement requires the use of such
process indicators as schedule accuracy or lead time. (Martinsuo & Blomqvist 2010, 20-21)
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During the process development projects it is relatively often realized that the process is not
being measured in a desired level. Even more often it is noticed during the development that
the process is not monitored at all (Martinsuo & Blomqvist 2010, 20-21). Process performance
measures can be divided in four dimensions: time, quality, cost, and flexibility. Each of the four
performance dimensions can be refined into numerous process performance measures. These
measures are also called as KPIs or key performance indicators. From available data in
organization for each process can be unambiguously determined process performance
measures. These measures can be different depending on the nature of the process. (Dumas et
al., 2013, 213-214) Good measures indicate the true performance of process, consider different
stakeholders are simple, understandable, and promote the control and continuous improvement
of the process. Thus, an important part of process development is to develop an appropriate
performance indicator for the process which can guide the process operations. (Martinsuo &
Blomqvist 2010, 22).
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3

PROJECT LOGISTICS PROCESS AND MATERIAL DISTRIBUTION

Systematic and structured analysis of the network-specific development opportunities is a base
and essential precondition for achieving benefit from supply chain management. (Bullinger et
al., 2002, 3533-3534) In this chapter, the project logistics and supply chain analysis are
discussed. Because the willingness in this research is to study the company’s external project
logistics and distribution management, it is important to examine the key factors related to these
logistics areas. Furthermore, the objective is to enhance the process and traceability within the
project logistics process, information for analysing and developing these areas are sought from
the literature.

3.1

Analysing supply chain and logistics efficiency

To achieve the efficient logistics in highly dynamic supplier network, fundamental supply chain
analysis is necessary (Bullinger et al., 2002, 3534). Logistics processes are the methods that are
used to ensure that the business operates efficiently so that all the objectives are achieved in the
right time and the right order (Rushton et al., 2017, 117). In the supply chain process the
logistics is the part that designs, implements, controls and monitors the efficient flow of
materials, services and related information from the supplier to the organization, within the
organization and from the business to the customer. (Hyounseung et al., 2003, 1133; Martin
2018, 4) The organizational excellence determines the level of logistics within the company.
For instance, the strategic goal of the logistics organization determines the focus of
organization’s logistics management – the system material flow oriented, material oriented or
information flow oriented. (Bullinger et al., 2002, 3536) Efficient material management and
planning in project driven industries requires more integrated approach toward various logistics
functions (Hyounseung et al., 2003, 1134-1135).

Bullinger et al., (2002, 3537) divides the supply chain analysis into three phases following each
other:
•

Identifying business objectives and processes

•

Measuring process efficiency

•

Defining improvement opportunities and measurement indicators.
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The aim of identifying business objects and processes is to describe the actual flow of the supply
chain (material and information) with oriented process model. The identification phase includes
a clarification of organizations customer-supplier relationships, operations, and tools in order
to these to be coordinated. The objective for measuring the process efficiency is to monitor,
control and focus the logistics activities to the right targets. (Bullinger et al., 2002, 3537)

In the solution phase measurement results, which should lead into actions are introduced. The
current existence of the supply chain is associated to the continuous improvement of the
processes. To make sure that the process measurement is appropriate the implemented
improvements need to be confirmed and monitored. For example, in the cost meter the reduction
of costs reflects the improvement that has taken place. (Bullinger et al., 2002, 3539)

Lichocik & Sadowski (2013, 122) describes that an effective supply chain should be:
•

Functional (lean)

•

Customer oriented (ensure quality)

•

Cost-effective (ensure economic efficiency)

•

Socially responsible (considering stakeholders’ social interests).

Supply chains functionality means reducing unnecessary processes and decreasing the number
of unnecessary links in the supply chain. This will adapt supply chain participants to proceed
more towards a common objective. (Lichocki & Sadowski, 2013, 122) The aim of this is to
achieve streamlined operations that work across the various functional boundaries that exist
within the company. Thus, logistics processes need to be supply-chain orientated. Inside many
organizations, the main problem with logistics processes is that they are very often the
responsibility of one function but are spread across the boundaries of several different functions,
which makes the planning and operations very difficult. The consequences are usually
inefficiencies, which shows up as additional costs within the logistics system. (Rushton et al.,
2017, 117)

Project logistics process
The logistics process is formed when the different parts of the goods or services across the
organization are linked together. The logistics process is triggered by the customer, for example
when the customer makes the purchase order. In the traditional supply chain logistics
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information flows first through the entire organization to the supplier, whereas from the out
bounding flow of goods travels through the company to the customer. (Sakki 1999, 24)

Figure 5. Logistics process in construction (Hyounseung et al., 2003, 1134)

From project logistics point of view logistics functions, for example in a project-oriented
construction company, logistics is divided into supply logistics and site logistics as illustrated
in figure 5 above. Supply logistics relates to the cycling activities during the processes of
production or assembly. Supply logistics operations involve specification of all supply
resources (including equipment, goods, and manpower), planning of supply, acquisition of
resources, transportation to a project site as well as management of deliveries and storage
operations. (Hyounseung et al., 2003, 1134-1135) Proposed delivery dates for different goods
and equipment for the project are indicated in the supply plan. Typically, supply plan is
prescribed by the material coordination in cooperation with suppliers (Agapiou et al., 1998,
134). Site logistics instead relates to managing and controlling of on-site processes. Site
logistics involves, for example, organizing, planning, and directing of on-site resources.

In particular, the fundamental inventory control, planning of communication and construction
activities must be carefully coordinated. (Hyounseung et al., 2003, 1134-1135)

The logistics process in traditional organization is very similar to the project driven
organizations as the objectives of the logistics are the same. The logistics process flows through
organization’s several functions and areas of responsibility. The supply chain structure is
dependent on the nature of the organizations business and thus field of industry as well as
structure of the organization determines how these logistics activities mentioned above are
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organized in the company. (Rushton et al., 2017, 117-121) Logistics is not only the concept of
the mere distribution of goods but also logistics covers transportation and storing of goods.
However, logistics is not merely physical control of materials, but it also involves information
flows related to the flow of material (e.g. planning and implementation of payment-, cash-, and
capital flows). (Sakki 1999, 55-56; Rushton et al., 2017, 117-121) Even though the logistics
objective is the same the nature of project business leads to the point that planning and execution
of the logistics processes such as the transport of a package of freight need to be approached a
little differently in project driven industries. (Rushton et al., 2017, 617) Due to the complexity
and varying constraints the projects always carry the element of risk – this will require the
element of flexibility moreover on the behalf of the project team (Sullivan et al., 2010 30-31)

Site logistics
In engineering and construction projects construction site logistics is often important part of
logistics process. In large projects, site logistics must be designed in advance with delivery
management so that project deliveries and work on site will run gracefully hand-to-hand. (AlaRisku & Kärkkäinen, 2006, 20-21) Proper planning and comprehensive understanding of the
project logistics are factors necessary to be optimized in terms of satisfaction of both constructor
and the customer (Hyounseung et al., 2003, 1135).

Site logistics management aims to make sure that the necessary materials are available at the
right place at the right time in the way that the work can proceed on the schedule. Delivery
management allows the supply of materials to be suited for the need so that the material does
not get unnecessarily stored at the site. (Sullivan et al., 2010, 23-25) Managing deliverables in
construction or engineering projects is often problematic which is often explained by the nature
of project business. For example, large engineering projects often faces unexpected changes
and these changes may lead to unexpected changes in project delivery schedules. Managing
deliveries does not work if needed information is not available and installed and stored materials
are lacking. (Koski et al., 2009, 3-4)

However, not all challenges can be explained by the project business characteristics. For
example, due to insufficient delivery control materials are easily stored unnecessarily for too
long at the site, whereby the risk of damage increases. First, goods may simply be purchased
too late or in a way that they are required just before they are needed which results delays or
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interruptions. Second, some materials may be purchased or produced in large amounts without
complying the actual needs on the project site. This results in waste or recourses. Therefore,
supply planning must be performed in a way that it considers the actual site needs as accurately
as possible. (Agapiou et al, 1998, 132)

On the other hand, delays on material supply causes delays for site works. Projects are often
long by their duration and the project supply chains may be complicated which not only require
active cooperation between export and site personnel but also between all export-related
functions in the chain. (Ala-Risku & Kärkkäinen, 2006, 25) Thus, informing changes is critical
so that the procurement or export section can react on time. Key suppliers and internal functions
must be demanded to give enough feedback about deliveries so that personnel at the site can
respond accordingly in their actions. (Koski et al., 2009, 3-4)

Koski et al., (2009, 4), Sullivan et al., (2010, 27-28) and (Ala-Risku & Kärkkäinen, 2006, 23)
states that problems in site logistics are often caused by:
•

Project purchasing started too late and short lead times

•

Inadequate planning of supply

•

Inadequate information flows and lack of information between site and export personnel

•

Forgotten materials from procurement plan

•

Client and supplier errors related to delivery, packing, delivery time and informing of
deliveries

•

Extra work for protecting, storing, and shifting of materials

•

Problems in identifying which goods have already arrived at the site

•

Problems at locating goods at the site inventory.

Logistics management is nowadays seen more of a strategic concern. For supporting farreaching logistics decisions, long-term logistics planning has become more important (Heiko
et al., 2013, 408; Agapiou et al, 1998, 134-135). Especially in the industrial project
environment, excessive planning is required so that these long-term decisions are technically,
economically, and organizationally fulfilled correctly. In terms of efficient material transport
and warehousing, factors such as materials, capacities, time, capital, and space must be
deployed in a rational manner, all of which can be achieved through planning. In this regard,
planning must have a certain position within the logistics organization. (Martin, 2018, 535-543)
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Logistical solutions are often presented in the lifting plan and for example material storage
areas, driving routes and possible workstations are shown in site area plan (Ala-Risku &
Kärkkäinen, 2006, 20-22). Efficient logistics model includes a detailed plan for both material
management and site activities (Agapiou et al., 1998, 134).

3.2

Distribution logistics management

Distribution management is a strategic and overarching concept which refers to a logistics
processes and activities such as warehousing, packing, and transportation. Efficiently managed
distribution process is crucial to organization’s financial success. The larger or complex the
organization or the supply chain is, the more the organization must rely on elaborate concepts
and automation to efficiently manage the distribution. (Zijm et al., 2019, 307) The term
“distribution management” can be understood in quite wide sense. Every industry and
organization have its own characteristics and therefore there can be variations, even within the
industry, for example in strategy, size, market coverage or range of products. (Rushton et al.,
2017, 4)
When talking about distribution logistics, from a company’s perspective the material
management can be divided into internal and external material management (Martin, 2018, 26).
Figure 6 illustrates the relation of internal and external material flow logistics. Internal material
flow encompasses all the site-specific object flow processes to do with tasks considering
procurement, production, and distribution. Its objects include all material handling such as raw,
supplementary, and operational materials, semi-finished and finished products as well as tools.
(Martin, 2018, 26) The most important operational functions of internal logistics are handling,
storage, assembly, packaging (Martin, 2018, 10).
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Figure 6. Logistics system (Martin 2018, 5)

The distribution logistics system encompasses the flow of goods and related information flow
from end of the company’s production (Martin, 2018, 7-8). Thus, distribution logistics is
logistics related to warehousing, packaging, and transportation (Martin, 2018, 5).

External material management takes care of the flow of information and physical movement of
goods from a supplier or manufacturer to the delivery destination, for example customer, site
or to the point-of-sales. This includes planning, implementation, and control of related
processes. Furthermore, external material management handles the processes and resources
which are used to transport these objects from a production location to its final destination,
including stowage at warehousing locations, transportation to distribution points, project sites
or customers. (Zijm et al., 2019, 305-306) Today’s distribution management systems have
become more complex as stages or locations to manage the stocks have increased and supply
chains have become longer and more complex. Unexpected delays, swinging customer
behaviour as well as variations in costs, drives the manufacturers to become more efficient in
distribution management. (Zijm et al., 2019, 314-316) In the figure 7 is illustrated a flow of
material and information which is managed in online transport and warehousing system.
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Figure 7. Distribution system (Adapted) (Martin, 2018, 622-623)

Transportation and warehousing management are about administration of inventories and
storage locations and this can be carried out either manually or automatically, as illustrated in
the figure 7. Usually this means operating a warehouse management system which takes over,
for example, such activities as warehouse data management, monitoring of goods, stocktakes,
management of documentation, and paperless order picking and shipping management.
(Martin, 2018, 623)

Zijm et al., (2019, 307) states that establishing efficient distribution management system
involves following processes and systems:
•

Packing process

•

Set of distribution channels

•

Transport system

•

Tracking system

•

System to return goods

•

Continuous evaluation.
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Common objectives within the field of distribution management and external logistics are
quality, on time and in full, transparency, customer satisfaction, flexibility and resilience, costefficiency, and sustainability. From transparency point of view tracing and tracking are key
service features as well as helpful support features. Hence, transparency in distribution cannot
be highlighted enough due to its influence. (Zijm et al., 2019, 307-308; Hyounseung et al., 2003,
1141)

Measuring delivery and site logistics efficiency
When focusing on delivery and site logistics efficiency, the individual deliveries are measured
on two levels: delivery- and product-specifically. Product-specific measures consists of mainly
procurement related costs that cannot be linked directly to the individual deliveries. These costs
are for example costs of storing, costs of lifting and transferring equipment and caused costs by
delivery errors that all lead to additional work or wait at the project site. (Koski et al., 2009, 20)

In delivery-specific measurement deliveries are evaluated individually. Typically, the
measurement data is gathered during the material reception at the site or immediately thereafter.
Delivery-specific measures are typically performance based as for individual delivery is hard
to be linked with informative cost- or workload measures. Koski et al., (2009, 20) states that
following factors are typically measured from individual deliveries:
•

ETA or exact delivery time reported beforehand to the site

•

Delivery verified in advance

•

Delivery on time

•

Reception inspection made

•

Contents of delivery

•

Delivery quality defects.

When measurement data (for example “delivery on time”) is collected systematically from the
same supplier or from same products from multiple deliveries and suppliers (for example a
measure “deliveries arrived on time / total deliveries arrived on time”) can be created. This can
be then used to analyse the delivery accuracy of individual supplier or group of suppliers.
However, delivery-specific data is also important for analysing the contractor’s activities.
(Koski, et al., 2009, 20)
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On top of that, Koski et al., (2009, 3-4) suggest that construction site deliveries should be
managed by:
•

Timing of deliveries throughout site logistics planning and supply planning as per the
necessary materials are begin delivered at the right time

3.3

•

Communicating with the suppliers for ensuring the deliveries

•

By following the material usage and demands

•

Informing from changes of plan and schedule.

Material management in project distribution

Several studies indicate that in large scale engineering project environment, traditional
inventory management solutions are found to be difficult to apply similarly. Studies appoint
that achieving traceability to track the flow of goods has proven to be complex in engineering
and industrial projects, whether the warehouse is located in project’s construction site or
elsewhere along the supply chain. (Ala-Risku & Kärkkäinen, 2006, 23)

One of the challenging points in project distribution appears to be the temporary storages which
are frequently needed in project supply chains. Typical example is supply chains delivering
goods and devices for installation projects. Storage locations near or at the installation site are
not only needed for completion of the installation but also to guard against disturbances in
material deliveries and possible changes in installation schedules that could result in disruption
of work. In projects, storages are used and established only for short durations of project
timespan, for example the storages may only be organized for the duration of the project
installations or deliveries. (Kärkkäinen et al., 2009, 293)

Furthermore, often in construction projects warehouses are not conveniently available, because
the temporary storages needed during the project are required to be located near the installation
site. On top of that sometimes the given temporary storage spaces may be inadequate for needed
storing purposes. Thus, a temporary warehousing location must be organized often without any
inventory management system. (Ala-Risku & Kärkkäinen, 2006, 26; Agapiou et al., 1998, 131132) Furthermore, even in circumstances where the temporary storage location is set up by
using warehouse control system, the short-term project nature mitigates against undertaking
systems integration efforts that could provide traceability to the warehouse.
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Thus, another key challenge for project material delivery process is to provide the project site
with a reliable data on material availability (Ala-Risku & Kärkkäinen, 2006, 23). In traditional
industries the warehouse management system (WMS) interfaces with the organization’s main
transaction system, which is commonly enterprise resource planning system (ERP). The WMS
accesses to data such as customer orders and purchase orders and in return uses this data to
control the operations in the warehouse. (Rushton et al., 2017, 412) Generally it is very hard to
implement a mutual warehouse management system in complex project industry where storage
locations are temporary, and projects are relatively short (Kärkkäinen et al., 2009, 294-295).

However, from system point of view, Kärkkäinen et al., (2009, 293-294) states that, in project
industry there are two conventional architectures that can be used to create supply chain
inventory traceability:
1. Centralized warehousing systems which controls the whole supply chain
2. Based on transaction data.

In the centralized system, the supply chain entities are tightly connected by the system because
the operative logistics processes are operated on the same system. However, both approaches
demand ongoing relationship between supply chain entities, though centralized system ties the
entities more tightly to the supply chain. The former is more feasible within a single
organization. In multi-dimensional and large supply chains, the implemented systems in use are
often based on transaction data. In this case, the approach is based on tracking of materials,
items, and shipments, rather than controlling the material and item accounts in every storage
location with WMS. (Kärkkäinen et al., 2009, 294)

In the traditional supply chain, the material traceability is achieved through supply chain
entities. Each entity has a warehouse management system, and all the systems of each supply
chain entities are integrated in the traceability system. Traditional traceability systems are seen
problematic in project organizations due to the project business characteristics. Especially,
because in project environments warehousing locations are not permanently included in the
supply chain and as mentioned, have only rarely a local inventory control system, traditional
system is hard to be implemented. On top of that, the temporary storage locations at the site
often lacks skilled people with good skills in IT and is even possibly operated by third party
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personnel. (Kärkkäinen et al., 2009, 294) For these reasons, implementing WMS in temporary
project sites was rarely suggested in the literature.

Ala-Risku & Kärkkäinen (2006, 26-27) states that tracking-based distribution system has been
designed for short-term storages and site inventories that are often most critical points in
engineering projects. Material inventory data is generated using the tool, for example Bar
Codes, for tracking the shipments in the point of consumption and delivery. In project supply
Ala-Risku & Kärkkäinen (2006, 23) suggest tracking the materials in following points:
•

Tracing the arriving deliveries
1. Received goods at warehouse
2. Received goods at the site

•

Tracking the outflowing goods
1. Goods sent from the storage
2. Goods and devices installed.

Moreover, logistics functionality can be defined as correct preparation of materials facilitating
their acceptance in warehouses or shops. This means that packages and materials should be
marked in a way that it ensures their faultless and fast identification so that, for example, the
time devoted to their acceptance can be minimized. Implementing of IT-based technologies
such as RFID are found to accelerate this process even more. (Lichocki & Sadowski, 2013,
122-123) Many of the sources suggests that the material management in project distribution can
be developed exactly through data capturing transmission or IT based solutions. This means
implementing such systems as bar codes, radio frequency identification (RFID) or voice
recognition to support the warehousing and transportation operations within the supply chain.
(Martin, 2018, 623-625; Mangan et al., 2012, 236-242)

On the other hand, materials needed for certain task in site need to be determined and this can
be done, for example breaking down the work into a task demanding bill of materials (BOMs)
for each individual task, see figure 8. Creating a traceability between distribution points, for
example, between manufacturing and site requires that there is also connection between goods
and tasks. (Koski et al., 2009, 5; Ala-Risku & Kärkkäinen, 2006, 24)
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Figure 8. Example of bill of material for project task (Ala-Risku & Kärkkäinen, 2006, 24)

Moreover, instead of tasks the material needs in projects can be specified in units. A unit can
be, for example, a package of goods which are needed for one specific work task in the project
site. The whole project can be divided into several units and the contents of each unit can be
specified by specific work phase or individual subcontractor. This information must be attached
to the supply plan. (Agapiou et al., 1998, 134-135)

Moreover, logistics is today extremely technology orientated business and advancements in
communications and information technologies are expected to develop future distribution
logistics processes even more. Technologies such as RFID, satellite technology or ERP systems are today essential solutions for many organizations. These intelligent information and
communication solutions are key for efficient control and support of global logistics systems
and networks. (Mangan et al., 2012, 231-232) As customer demands continues to grow,
efficient logistics information system is required to meet the growing demands. It is studied
that information technology has a significant impact on logistics system performance and its
development. Inadequate communications can lead into increasing transportation and storage
costs, increasing inventory maintenance costs or in worst case in loss of customers.
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4

DEFINING

AND

DESCRIBING

THE

PROJECT LOGISTICS

PROCESS
For the research, it is important to define the current state of the organization’s project logistics
processes in order to be able to structure the points of development for the research topic.
Descripting the current state allows one to understand more in detail how the company’s
business do operate and moreover will assist with the implementation of research work. In the
current state analysis, the aim is to describe as accurately as possible the organization’s most
important project logistics processes considering company’s large-scale projects. The
construction of company’s project delivery model is a multiphase process, and thus in this
chapter the most significant project related to the outbound logistics and distribution processes
are presented. This way, one can achieve an understanding how company’s project logistics
works and be able to identify potential areas for development.

4.1

Project logistics operations of the case company

The case company delivers qualitatively dozens of automation system projects yearly. The
projects range from individual robot deliveries to large comprehensive system deliveries. The
variety of project sizes is relatively wide with most of the project being small to medium.
However, majority of the company’s revenue comes from the large system deliveries. Based
on the project characteristics company’s projects are divided into three different categories:
•

Small size project – C
o Simple project, demands less control and reporting
o Typical sales volume small (Under 1 million) but may be over
o Project flow simple (delivery-commissioning-invoicing), not expected add-on
sales
o Small project organization (Few members, moderate in-house scope)
o Includes hardware and engineering

•

Medium size project – B
o Basic project, demands detailed project model, reporting and follow up
o Typical sales volume medium (Between 1-8 million)
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o Final acceptance by performance guarantees
o Significant project purchases or large engineering team
•

Large size project – A
o Complicated project, most demanding project category. Supported by reinforced
project management team
o Typical sales volume large (Over 8 million)
o High priority project
o Complex project delivery (large project purchases and extensive peripheral
systems or large system delivery). (Project Document A, 2019, 1-3)

Further on, these names are used when company’s projects are discussed in this research.
Operational functions, including project managers, engineers and other resources needed in
projects are responsible for project execution. From the project management point of view the
automation system delivery projects in the company are divided into six different phases:

1. Specification
2. Planning
3. Design
4. Production & Shipping
5. Installation & Commissioning
6. Final acceptance (Project management process, 2020).

Projects are guided to meet the desired requirements and objectives set in the beginning of the
project by dividing the project into phases. These phases are applied in each project regardless
of the project category. However, the required tasks between different type of project can be
different. From the project logistics point of view the project logistics processes start after the
sales contract have been set with customer and relevant initial project delivery documentation
is proposed to the project’s export team (input) and ends after contractual obligations are
delivered to the project site (output). From the project’s progression point of view the logistics
processes takes place more and less during each project phase. However, the main logistics
activities happen during the phases of production & shipping and installation & commissioning.
This classification is not that unambiguous because even between large projects the phase
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duration varies. On top of that, overlapping projects set their own challenges to the project
logistics activities.

Figure 9. Company’s business processes (Adapted) (Business processes, 2020)

In the figure 9 above is illustrated the core process structure of the company’s project execution.
The company’s project logistics processes are mostly related with the company’s project’s
Project Logistics core process, as highlighted in the figure above. Project Logistics describes
detailly how the organization delivers its industrial automation solutions from individual
equipment to whole system deliveries to the customer sites worldwide.

The variety of project size and scope sets certain challenges for assurance of delivery quality in
projects. On top of that, apart from project scope and size the company delivers its projects
widely around the world. During the recent years, the company’s operations have grown
significantly, which has set new challenges for the management of project distribution. The
research deals with the target company’s project distribution logistics as well as focuses to
analyse the flow of outgoing goods from the traceability point of view. Company’s dispersed
logistics activities causes, for example, that the needed materials are not found at the site or are
delivered at wrong time.
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Current state analysis begins by describing the important project logistics processes of the
company which takes place during type A projects of the company. After process descriptions
company’s current project distribution of outgoing goods is presented. However, the focus in
this research will be mainly in the project logistics processes and material distribution in
company’s large projects.

4.2

Describing project logistics processes

During the project logistics analysis, it was decided that the company’s project logistics
processes are most sensible to be divided into the several sub-processes. Thus, defining
company’s logistics processes was started by identifying the most important processes of
company’s project logistics. These processes were identified during the relevant expert
interviews which were conducted during the current state analysis phase. Based on the
interviewee findings the company’s most important sub-processes are following processes:
project logistics planning, material picking, packing, shipping of finished goods, transportation
and site logistics which includes for example such activities as warehousing at the project site.
However, from these mentioned sub-processes the material picking process belongs under
Production core process and the rest are part of project’s Project Logistics core process as
discussed. In this research the focus of the research is at these processes.
In this section the operation of mentioned processes is discussed and presented. Company’s
production and procurement processes are referred but they are not discussed in detail as they
are limited out from comprehensive study of this research. The important sub-processes were
familiarised with interviews as well as through various field research. While observing the
individual processes, each process was individually filled a process basic detail form which is
presented in appendix 1.
The gathered basics data was used for designing current state of each logistics sub-process. The
processes and process maps presented in this section are modelled based on gathered data as
well as during process modelling workshops with company’s export personnel and other
experts in the field. In the process models key roles, responsibilities and general flow of
company’s project logistics processes will be introduced. Because the business processes are
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considered as business secrets, the presented processes are not discussed in detail in every
aspect.

Production
The company provides highly technological logistics-automation systems and various software
for these solutions such as manufacturing execution system (MES) and warehouse control
system (WCS). Company’s products and solutions can be divided into stand-alone and
integrated solutions as presented in the table 1. (Product information, 2020)
Table 1. Company’s products & solutions (Product information, 2020)

As the table 1 above illustrates, the company’s large-scale projects are comprehensive solutions
which are combinations of multiple and different sub-systems and robotics devices. The system
solutions are built based on the customer needs and thus every project is somewhat unique. In
the large system projects externally purchased sub-systems often cover major part of the project
deliveries. Hence, the company produces only a part of the devices itself and acquires other
sub-systems and devices from various suppliers. However, in the company’s A type projects
company’s own deliverables are often significant and shipping those to the project site takes
several months requiring dozens of trailers or containers to be fulfilled.
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The company’s production complies ETO (engineer to order) methodology, where products are
tailored by the needs of the customer. The company has no actual finished product’s warehouse
as the products are mainly assembled project-specifically. However, the devices may be stored
for months in temporary storage before actual delivery to the project site takes place. For
temporary storing purposes the company has made an agreement with two local logistics
companies: 3PL and Karjaranta. However, the company mainly cooperates with 3PL who takes
care of temporary storing of company’s packaged materials and devices as Karjaranta mainly
takes care of storing of large metal support beams. Material transfers of packaged goods from
company’s assembly workshop to 3PL takes place weekly 1-4 times. Loadings related to actual
shipments to the project sites also takes place at these locations by external labour. For further
on these names are used when these companies are discussed in the research. Company’s
external material supply points are illustrated in the figure 10.

Figure 10. Company’s material supply points

Company’s all project related material flow is internally processed through shop orders in the
company’s ERP system. Shop orders are the ERP’s functionality which are designed for
supporting assembly and production processes and material flows related to these operations.
This includes, for example material flow management of device and equipment assemblies.
Shop orders cover majority of goods passing through company’s assembly processes but also
goods that goes straight from material picking process to the packaging. However, some
exceptions do exist as for example not all installation materials are not designed through Shop
Orders and thus cannot be processed with them. Hence, some materials and devices are
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processed for example with Excel lists delivered by the supplier and thus cannot be traced in
the ERP system.

Project management methodology
For general project management the company has applied a six-phase methodology for
management of its projects which is applied for all A, B and C projects. Despite for the project
size or type the company’s project management does not differ remarkably between different
types of projects. Hence, the company manages all its project commonly in six-phase
methodology. Moreover, this is important as the applied methodology guides the way how the
company executes the project logistics.
Currently, the company’s methodology includes following phases: specification, planning,
design, production & shipping, installation & commissioning, and taking over. Each of these
phases consist of different number of predefined tasks related to the phase. However, not every
task is required similarly in every project. In larger projects, number of predefined tasks are
typically larger than in smaller projects and their realization is monitored more keenly than in
smaller projects. Project phase progressions are calculated through the completion of phase
tasks. The combined phases are then used for estimating the progress of the whole project. For
example, in the figure 11 under is presented the project portfolio of the company and project’s
phase progression at the present time of this thesis.

Figure 11. Project portfolio (Adapted) (Project Document B, 2020)
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As the figure illustrates, in total nine of these projects were in the early stages of project
planning or either at maximum stage of production & shipping, causing more or less logistics
workload. From these nine projects five were type A projects, one was type B project, and the
rest three were type C projects.
Furthermore, the figure illustrates the complexity of the company’s operations. As the figure
indicates, there were several ongoing and overlapping projects at the same time. Due to the
growth, this appears to be common in company’s current situation. From logistics point of view
this puts pressure on the execution of project logistics as well. When several projects are
executed in same time, overlapping projects requires prioritizing and arranging. As logistics
resources are limited it must be decided which project is executed primarily and which project
gets the needed resources. From logistics point of view several ongoing and overlapping
projects requires execution of different types of work phases simultaneously. For instance,
when one project is being delivered the other must be planned.
Company’s projects are organized in matrix organization where individual projects acquires the
needed resources from functional organizations at the time when the specific resources are
needed. As the export logistics are organized as a functional organization, if multiple projects
are executed simultaneously, the projects may require prioritization. As the resources of the
logistics organization are limited prioritization which project or task is more prior often takes
place. However, what comes to the project management methodology in the figure 12 below,
all the export and logistics related tasks which are required to be monitored by Project Managers
in each project, are presented.
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Figure 12. Project manager’s task list (Adapted) (Project Document C, 2020)

Project logistically, required tasks themselves do not take a stand to practical shipping but
instead requires mostly operations which prepare company’s deliveries. In practise, the Project
Managers responsibility is to take care of that the project site and the customer are ready when
the deliveries start in a way that unfavourable surprises can be avoided.

Project logistics planning
The Project Logistics process starts from Project Logistics Planning process. The planning
process begins after the project’s sales phase have ended and the project have been announced
to project organization and project kick-off meeting have been held. It can be considered that
when the Project Manager informs the logistics scope of the project, for example purchases to
the logistics and export personnel it acts as an actual trigger for planning process to start.
Properly the planning can start once the contractual issues related to the project logistics as well
as project production plan have been reviewed by both the Project Manager and the Export
Manager. The project logistics planning process is presented in the appendix 2.

Project Logistics Planning can be divided into two types of planning: planning of site
operations and planning of shipments. Typically, the Project Manager is in responsible of
planning of the site operations which includes planning of such logistics activities as: hauling,
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unloading, lifting and handling equipment, unloading and storing areas. The Project Manager
in co-operation with the Site Manager (if possible) takes care of initial site logistics planning
by consulting relevant experts in the field. As customer is sometimes very keenly involved to
the site operations, the Project Manager or the Site Manager takes care of the process. For
example, the site logistics planning often requires negotiating with customer during the
projects. However, the Project Manager is in charge because the Project Manager is the person
who makes the agreements and who mainly communicates with the customer.
Depending on the project’s delivery term (Incoterms), for example in DAP, the customer should
be in responsible of unloading at the site. Furthermore, the customer arranges the storing and
unloading areas at the site and thus requires communication with personnel working at the site.
However, the initial planning of the site operations is clearly dependent on the project’s scope,
Project Manager and Site Manager. Depending on the project, the site planning is often carried
out in a different way, and unequivocally it cannot be said in which point of project the planning
is actually carried out. Thus, the project initial site logistics planning is carried out case by case.

The initial transportation planning is carried out by the Logistics Engineer and the Export
Manager. The Project Manager is hardly involved in the transportation planning other than
regarding to the transportation schedule or budget related matters. Unlike the site planning the
transportation planning is done early on after project plan informing. During this the Logistics
Engineer with sales personnel makes preliminary shipping volume and weight calculations.
Based on these calculations needed transportation equipment are estimated and preliminary
packaging-related issues are being discussed. When the project’s initial logistics estimations
are made the Logistics Engineer provides the information for project’s Export Coordinator who
creates the project’s shipment plan based on the available data. For the shipment plan the Export
Coordinator supplements and clarifies the shipment schedules, estimates the shipment costs and
plans loading places. However, even though the Shipment Plan is created for most large size
projects there is still projects where shipment plan is not created. Furthermore, the planning is
carried without a standard template.

As the project proceed the plans became more precise. When package details have been
finalized and received (weight and dimensions), further evaluations considering project
logistics can be done. Moreover, in the large project the specification – design phase can be
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relatively long and thus the project delivery schedules refine as the project proceeds. Hence,
outputs of this sub-process are updated shipment plan document and initial site logistics plan.

Logistics service contracting
Logistics service providers are contracted if logistics services belong to company’s project’s
scope, which they very often do in company’s large-scale type A projects. When buying
logistics services, the Export Manager or Coordinator tenders the third-party service providers
separately for each project. Input for this process is the project’s shipment plan which is already
drafted at the planning phase. Based on the Shipment Plan the Export Manager tenders the
potential freight forwarders within the project’s transportation cost budget. After tendering the
Export Manager presents the options for the Project Manager who chooses the optimal freight
forwarder for the project. After the purchase order is made, project transportation related costs
and instructions are updated. Once again, output of this sub-process is updated shipment plan
and PO with logistics services. None of this process is performed in the company’s ERP -system
in any manner. Logistics service contracting is presented in the appendix 3.

Material picking process
Material Picking Process is one of the operational logistics processes, and the one which
belongs under Production core process. Currently there are three actual inputs which trigger the
material picking process to start: production’s weekly meetings, project’s/site’s request for the
Logistics Engineer or the ERP -system which generates the picking lists automatically when
scheduled picking date approaches. Therefore, the input can be either manual or automatic. In
any cases the Warehouse Manager prints the shop order picking lists and delivers them to
Warehouse Workers for collection. The process takes place mostly at the project phases of
design and production & shipping. Materials which are needed at assembly before packaging
process, do not flow through this process fully as these materials go through separate production
processes before reaching the packaging process. Only materials which flow through
warehouse to material picking and from there straight to packaging go fully through this
process. However, despite whether the goods are needed in the production or not, the inputs for
both material picking process are same in both cases.

The material collection itself happens based on the printed shop order picking lists and thus the
material picking for projects is done shop order -specifically. Warehouse Workers collect all
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the available goods in stock to the suitable size pallets or packages. Due to the lack of
company’s storage spaces the material picking is often started without all shop order’s materials
being available in stock. This applies both for materials going to the assembly and materials
going straight to the packaging. Thus, in many cases remaining goods need to be collected
afterwards. When majority of the materials are available at stock and shop order requirement
date approaches the picking process will be started. When the material picking is completed the
Warehouse Worker delivers the collected materials to the logistics area to wait for the
packaging. For materials needed in the assembly, materials are provided to the logistics area
from production after relevant production process is finished. The output of this process is either
fully picked shop orders or partially picked shop orders ready for packaging. Material picking
process is presented in the appendix 4.

Manage packing process
Inputs which triggers the packaging process are when assembled devices are brought from
production to the logistics area, and when the Warehouse Worker has picked and brought the
goods straight from warehouse to the logistics area to wait packaging. This is when the Logistics
Engineer begins the more accurate packing planning. For goods which does not require any
assembly before transportation to the project site, the package planning begins when all
available shop order-specific goods have been collected and brought to the logistics area.
As the company’s ERP does not have shop order related project shipping module, the ERP does
not support project shipment planning. For this reason, the Logistics Engineer does the packing
planning manually in Excel. Thus, when the shop order material status is fully collected or
nearly fully collected the Logistics Engineer gathers the needed details for packing from ERP
to Excel manually and starts the packing planning. When goods are ready for packing and
brought to the logistics area Packagers take care of the packaging. After physical packaging
Packagers writes down the finished package details (weight, dimensions, package number and
shop order number and shop order related contents) and takes required package pictures. After
the packages have been finalized, the Packagers deliver the finalized package details to the
Logistics Engineer who updates the packing plan based on these details.

During the packaging, detailed material inspections or calculations are no longer carried out.
Thus, the goods which are brought to the logistics area for packaging are packaged in that form,
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with the brought details. Finally, the Logistics Engineer creates shipment marks with Word and
takes care of attaching the marks to the finalized packages. After all, the Logistics Engineer
updates the packing plan. Depending on the project, temporary storing before transportation to
the project site is carried out by 3PL. Packaged goods are transferred to the 3PL every time
when nearly a full trailer of packaged goods is ready for transportation. Occasionally transports
from company’s workshop to 3PL happens in 1-4 days/week and during a single day multiple
transports can take place. Output of this sub-process is packaged and stored goods ready for
transportation to the project site. Manage packing process is presented in the appendix 5.

Delivery preparations
In this process goods are prepared to be transported to the project site. Therefore, packaged and
stored goods ready to be delivered act as an input for this sub-process. In the beginning of the
process the Logistics Engineer plans the content of trucks/containers and maintains the project’s
Packing Plan documentary in Excel. The packing plan of the project maintained by the Logistics
Engineer consists both individual package details of packaged goods as well as every individual
truck/container content which are already delivered to the project site. This means that the
Logistics Engineer uses the same document to keep track of the packaged goods as well as for
transportation planning of trailers or containers.
Because none of the package details are not registered into the company’s ERP system the
Logistics Engineer’s Packing Plan document can be considered to be the closest documentation
which works as a system to manage packaged and finished goods. However, true finished
products or packages WMS does not exist.

Based on the Export Coordinators shipment plan the Logistics Engineer arranges the
transportation for the goods planned to be delivered. If planned goods are not available at
needed time, the Logistics Engineer plans transportation for those that are. However, this is
heavily depended on whether the transportation is carried out by sea freight or road transport.
For projects which are transported via sea often have for example only 2-4 delivery windows.
This means, that these projects have only couple bigger deliveries when several containers will
be loaded and shipped at once and during these all goods must be delivered. For project which
can be transported via road the transportation is much more flexible because for example each
week 1-2 trucks can be loaded and sent depending on the needs of the site.
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However, when the content of trucks/containers are planned and finalized the Export
Coordinator creates the packing lists and updates the shipment plan by adding the outgoing
delivery details. Packing lists are done based on packaging plan document of the Logistics
Engineer. For practical delivery the Logistics Engineer itself is responsible for loading even if
the loading is performed by 3PL or someone else. Only rarely in large type A projects the
loadings happen in company’s own workshop but instead loadings happen most commonly in
3PL and in Karjaranta premises.

When the trucks or cargo are loaded and the transportation is about to start, the Logistics
Engineer informs the relevant project personnel including the Project and Site Managers about
outgoing shipments. This includes the informing of the lists of outgoing goods which are the
Packaging Lists created by the Export Coordinator. Thus, the output of this sub-process is
updated Packaging Plan with outgoing delivery details as well as delivery ready to be
transported. Shipping preparation process is presented in the appendix 6.
Manage sub-supplier’s packing and shipments
Manage sub-supplier’s shipments -process takes place if the project consists significant
peripheral devices or other sub-systems which are delivered by supplier outside of the
company’s premises. In other words, this process is often executed in large type A projects.
Input of this sub-process is updated shipment plan as well as when supplier’s goods are ready
for transportation to the project site.
Supplier’s packing process is managed by instructing the supplier to pack the materials based
on the limitations and requirements set by unloading equipment used at the project site. The
supplier is given the max weight and dimensions of the packages that the used unloading
equipment capable to handle. However, company’s Global Sourcing is responsible for more
precise instructing which already takes place during the procurement phase.

When delivery to the project site takes place, the supplier submits shipment and package details
to the Export Coordinator who updates the relevant details to shipment plan. Supplier makes
the shipment markings itself and the supplier is only instructed with the markings if any special
markings are required. Possible storing, transportation unit loading, truck or container stowage
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agreements and responsibilities are managed case by case. However, the peripheral systems are
often purchased in a way (Incoterms) that the supplier is responsible for the transportation to
the project site itself.
Output of the process is that the supplier’s goods are packaged and ready for transportation.
Export Coordinator manages and monitors the shipping process if it is included in the
company’s project’s scope. Manage sub-supplier’s packing and shipments process is presented
in appendix 7.

Manage transportation
After trucks or containers are ready for transportation, the Logistics Engineer takes care of the
transportation scheduling, and performs bookings with project’s forwarding company. After
bookings the Export Coordinator informs relevant parties about the scheduled transportation
agreements. Depending on which delivery term is being used in the project, the Export
Coordinator may have several tasks before the company’s export-related obligations are
fulfilled. For example, if the project site locates in a country requiring custom clearance and the
customs clearance responsibility is not customers, the Export Coordinator takes care of the
custom clearance in cooperation with forwarding company. After transportation management
the Export Coordinator gathers all the contractually demanded documents and delivers them to
the customer. Moreover, the Export Coordinator takes care of L/C documentation if needed.
During the process the Export Coordinator updates the shipment plan and informs relevant
stakeholders about outgoing deliveries. Outcome of this sub-process is transported goods to the
project site and required documentation to the customer.

During the shipments the Export Coordinator monitors the shipments and communicates with
the freight forwarder and project personnel about outgoing shipments. When shipment starts
the Export Coordinator informs the Site Manager and the Project Manager shipments ETA’s
(estimated time of arrivals), which the Site Manager monitors along with the Packaging Lists
at the project site to estimate incoming flow of goods. If any changes to the shipments occurs
the Export Coordinator is responsible to inform the site personnel as well as the Project
Manager about the potential changes to the shipment schedule. Manage transportation subprocess is illustrated in appendix 8.
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Manage site logistics
When project reaches the Installation & Commissioning phase, and when the site operations
are about to begin, the Site Manager creates more accurate site logistics plan. Thus, it can be
considered that when the Site Manager starts site logistics planning it works as a trigger for site
logistics sub-process to start. In the plan is included more specific unloading and warehousing
plan which often changes as project proceeds. It is noticeable that the planning is carried out
case by case and very much Site Manager -specifically. However, often more accurate logistics
plan is not created until first goods starts to arrive to the project site. Manage Site Logistics subprocess is illustrated in appendix 9.

Truly the site logistics process often begins when the goods starts to arrive to the project site.
Thus, the real input for the process is when first goods are sent to the site and ETA’s as well as
Packing Lists are informed to the Site Manager. Process begins by unloading of trucks or
containers at the project site at the designated unloading areas. When the delivered
truck/container arrives to the site the Site Manager receipts the goods as received to the project’s
shipment plan document. In case of external damage, the arriving packages are visually
inspected during the unloading. Other material related inspections are not carried out at the site.
After the unloading the materials and equipment are moved to the planned warehousing areas
to wait for installation if the goods are not immediately needed at installation. When the material
is finally needed at the installation the Assembly Coordinator gathers the needed material from
the warehouse. Material usage at the site is not being tracked in any manner at the site. If any
lack of material is detected during any phase of installation the Site Manager or Assembly
Coordinator informs the shortcomings either for the Project Manager, the Logistic Engineer or
an Electrical/Mechanical Engineer. Sooner or later the request will eventually trigger the
Material Picking Process again. Output of this sub-process is received goods for installation
purposes.
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5

EVALUATING

PROJECT

LOGISTICS

AND

IDENTIFYING

PROCESS DEFICIENCIES
The goal of this thesis is to find areas for development of the target company’s project logistics
process as well as to identify potential solutions to achieve more accurate material traceability
and distribution within the project logistic process. General process development, detailed
process descriptions and modelling were used for comprehensive analysis of company’s project
logistics. In this chapter presented project logistics process will be reviewed, and material
distribution and traceability related issues in project logistics will be studied comprehensively.

At first the section 5.1 focuses on analysing the project logistics in general through expert
interviews. During this the main process related challenges which have aroused during the
interviews as well as during different informal conversations will be introduced. The process
observations are presented in the section 5.2 and the section 5.3 focuses more on analysing the
project distribution. As the section 5.1 focuses more on general logistics, the sections 5.2 and
5.3 focus more on material and information traceability within the process. For this purpose, in
this chapter company’s project distribution operations will be studied in more detail and
furthermore the traceability related process observations and analysis are presented. As the
material distribution is analysed, the research will only focus on project export and material
logistics flowing from company’s workshop to the project sites.

The need for developing organization’s project logistics has become relevant due to the
remarkable growth in project sizes as well as changes in organization’s business operations.
For example, alongside the growth the company implemented new ERP system in 2018, which
together with rapid growth, have changed the way the company do operate. The goal for
developing the logistics operations is to achieve conditions, where the projects can be executed
as efficiently as possible alongside with the growth and development. The intention is that the
growth would not obstruct company’s value creating activities in a way that the resources or
operations remain insufficient. When analysing the process in general, company’s logistics
processes are reviewed from the perspectives of different functions such as project
management, dispatching, transportation, and site operations. Empirical information needed in
the research was acquired by familiarizing with various logistics processes and the nodes
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between the processes and by interviewing personnel responsible for different logistics
processes.

The analysis presented in the section 5.2 and 5.3 has been constructed mainly by analysing the
company’s ongoing large-scale projects locating in Europe. This is due to the reason that at the
present time of this research none of the company’s projects were locating outside Europe or
were in delivery stage. However, references to non-European projects do exist but the
illustrations are made based on old project documentary. The material and information
traceability within the process is especially examined from the perspectives of project’s site and
export logistics. Important data related to outgoing goods was sought from the company’s ERPsystem as well as from export related project documentation. Empirical information of the study
was sought from logistics process observations as well as information and perspectives of
different process stakeholders were sought to the study. Furthermore, the analysis is made based
on analysing the available project data and observing and participating the project logistics
processes.

5.1

Reviewing processes through expert interviews

Expert interviews were conducted to support the evaluation of the project logistics processes.
Interviews were conducted to company’s personnel who had major responsibilities in project
logistics processes. Questionnaires as well as interviewee background information are
presented in appendixes 10, 11, 12, 13.
However, in accordance with the company’s own interests, the interviews seek to examine
company’s project logistics through multiple different factors:

1. Logistics information traceability within the logistics processes
2. Clarifying responsibilities
3. Process efficiency
4. Challenges at the site.
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Developing logistics information traceability within the company’s logistics processes was one
of the company’s main intentions, especially for traceability of out flowing goods. However,
the focus of the interviews was on the general information traceability and the material
traceability will be examined in more detail in later sections. Therefore, general information
traceability within the logistics system refers how well the needed logistics information is
achievable within the process participants and how high-quality the logistics information is.

Clarifying responsibilities means identifying the shortcomings and factors generating extra
work in the unclear process. It has been stated that the process has not been clear for all
stakeholders so therefore these factors will be analysed and developed through the process
analysis. Challenges at the project site consider how well the delivery process serves the
company’s site logistics and how cooperation between exports and sites can be developed.
Delivery efficiency mainly relates how well the delivery process works and how flexibly the
goods can be delivered to the project site. By focusing on the factors mentioned above the
intention is to find potential development areas for company’s project logistics operations as
well as to identify development suggestions to achieve more efficient logistics.
The themes of the interviews concentrated on the company’s overall project logistics processes.
For export and project personnel the focus was on how the site logistics corresponds to the
company’s pre-site logistics operations, how shipment logistics works, especially from the part
of material management. For the site personnel the focus was on the same topics, but the
perspective of the interview was correspondingly how pre-delivery and delivery related
logistics operations serve the actual site logistics and how the site logistics work. Thus, the
interviews focused on to identify the conflicts and gaps between the pre-site logistics operations
and site logistics, what are the challenges and areas for development as well as what works well
between these functions.

Logistics planning (Interview: Site Managers, 13.1.2020; Project Managers, 10.2.2020;
Logistics Engineer 19.2.2020; Export Manager 25.2.2020)
The interviews with the Project Managers, the Site Managers as well as with the logistics and
export personnel revealed mainly same issues about project logistics planning. Through
interviews and discussions two main challenges related to logistics planning was able to be
classified. These two challenges are:
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1. Project logistics are not planned enough
2. The project logistics roles are not clear, and process is not uniform.

Project logistics are not planned enough
Logistics planning is generally seen problematic in the current situation due to the nature and
complexity of company’s project-based business. Due to the uncertain and changing operating
environments, a coherent framework for logistics planning has not been constructed. However,
despite the environmental challenges it is generally acknowledged that the logistics planning,
both export and site related are insufficient.

In terms of site logistics planning, the preliminary planning of site logistics operations is
considered insufficient. Due to the reason that Site Managers are often unavailable to participate
into the preliminary planning process, the preliminary planning responsibility often remains for
the Project Manager and the Technical Project Manager. This is due to the reason that Site
Managers are often travelling around the company’s different construction sites and thus cannot
be involved in the planning during the early stages of the project. Thus, Site Managers intend
to carry out the planning only after getting to visit the project site first time.

“Planning doesn’t work, which means that shipments come in different priority order what the
site requires first.” (Site Manager 18.12.2019)
Respectively, in terms of export related planning both Project Managers and Site Managers felt
that the operability of export planning is very project specific. However, it was acknowledged
that in some projects in the resent years, also in large ones, delivered goods have not arrived in
the project site according to the plan. For planning in general it was hoped for more uniform
and transparent operation models, from which the next planning related challenge is reached.

The project logistics roles are not clear, and process is not uniform
Though interviews and discussions it was aroused that unclear roles and responsibilities are the
key challenges for company’s project logistics planning. Not only for logistics planning but
also for general logistics processes, roles and responsibilities appeared not to be clear between
all logistics stakeholders. However, in the interviews the problem proved to be most obvious in
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the project logistics planning phase. Although majority of interviewees thought that planning
is carried out in each project one way or another, it was not clear who performs and what. In
practice, answers of each interviewees were different between each other in terms of roles and
responsibilities. The project logistics process descriptions have been missing and because of
the changing personnel, the responsibilities have been unclear.

It can be stated that there has not been clear process for logistics planning and the planning have
been completely person dependent – who has been the Project Manager and who has been the
Site Manager. For example, common planning templates are not found either for site logistics
or export logistics. Thus, the plan has been completely missing or executed completely projectspecifically.

Packaging (Interview: Site Managers, 13.1.2020; Project Managers, 10.2.2020)
During packaging process, assembled devices and collected installation materials and goods
are prepared to be transported to the project site. Based on interviews and discussions, both
Project Managers and Site Managers thought that related to packaging following topics were
thought as problematics:

1. Packaging lists are inadequate
2. Improper packaging.

Packaging lists are inadequate
From packaging related issues in the current form packing lists were highlighted one of the key
issues which were considered worth developing. The reason discussed was mostly due to the
lacking accuracy of the packing lists. Especially, among the interviewed site managers many
thought that in the current form the packaging lists do not provide sufficient information that
could tell accurately enough what individual packages contain. In device level the packaging
lists are sufficient but when going to a more advanced level the packaging lists lose their
accuracy. Because the packaging list does not contain a precise description of all contents of
the package but often only consists of the name of the shop order.
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“The lists are not accurate. Alone a description such as electrical components or support assy.
does not tell us enough. Lists should include real details of all included parts.” (Site Manager
9.1.2020)

As the reference above indicates the packaging list details are inadequate and does not include
all the accurate content details. Thus, this will generate extra work at installation site for those
working on the site. On top of that, it is not uncommon that the contents of one shop order,
containing for example installation materials and components, are packaged in several different
packages. Many of the site managers addressed that the shop order number or name does not
necessarily tell anything but instead the drawing number, which is not always included, could.
All factors mentioned above demand additional investigation work from project personnel and
do not contribute the traceability of the transported goods.

Improper packaging
Another problem generating additional work at installation sites was considered to be the
improper packaging practices. This was mostly concern of peripheral suppliers which deliver
the goods straight to the installation site outside the company’s premises. Especially, supplier’s
too large and heavy packages have caused problems for unloading at the project site. Due to
lack of instructing the suppliers do not always understand company’s unloading practices and
not always they know which unloading equipment are used and available at the project sites.
Thus, the suppliers do not always understand the set restrictions for packaging imposed by
unloading equipment and practises in different projects. Moreover, in general the supplier’s
packages were considered much worse by their quality than the company’s own. However, it
was admitted that packaging related issues are not discussed enough during the project planning
phase and thus this can also be considered one of the symptoms that generates due to the
insufficient planning.

For own packages, the issue is often that the smaller components are difficult to be found at the
project site. Lack of consistent and detailed package markings generates extra work at the site.
As mentioned especially, for bulk materials the management of materials at the site becomes
more difficult when packages must be separately opened and inspected at the site to be sure
what is inside and where it truly belongs to.
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Delivery and transportation (Interview: Site Managers, 13.1.2020; Project Managers,
10.2.2020; the Logistics Engineer 19.2.2020; the Export Manager 25.2.2020)
Delivery and transportation are the phases when the packaged goods are delivered to the project
sites around the world. In the process either company’s own packaged materials are delivered
from the intermediate storage to the site, or supplier’s contents are delivered from the agreed
location to the site. However, because delivery and transportation are dependent on other
logistics operations, such as packaging and production, the delivery and transportation were
examined in wider context.

Based on the interviews and discussions with project and export personnel different
development areas for delivery and transportation can be classified. During the interviews it
appeared that deliveries and transportations are complicated and affected by company’s internal
as well as company’s external factors.

Internal factors: Lack of transparent logistics documentation
For delivery and transportation, the issue causing the most problems for delivery operations is
the lack of documentation or the traceability of logistics documentation. Due to the lack of
documentation, a lot of unnecessary work for discovering the necessary information related to
the deliveries and transportations is needed. As mentioned, in case of packing lists the problem
is that the lists are not accurate enough in component level and thus do not serve the site needs
in proper way. However, in addition to the accuracy of the documentation, the problem is the
lack of standardized logistics documentation. For example, shipment plan documentary is
always separately created for each project. Thus, shipments have been documented on a projectspecific level meaning that the Export Coordinator of the project have documented which
deemed necessary. Lack of standardized documentation have caused that not all process
stakeholders have known, for example, what are the purposes of each document, or what
information can be found in each. This problem did not only apply for logistics documentation
but also for the traceability of delivery schedule created by the project. Logistics and export
personnel stated that it is commonly difficult to find project schedule which indicates what
material is needed at the site and when.

However, not only the shipment documentation is inadequate but the interviews with Project
Managers also revealed that the current logistics cost control is not accurate enough. For
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example, the cost impact of post deliveries cannot be traced as the incurred costs are recorded
together with project’s other quality costs. In terms of costs, from shipment related costs only
budgeted and realized transport and packaging costs are monitored. The monitored costs do not
include, for example, costs of post deliveries or on-site costs incurred, for example, delay
caused by late delivery. Thus, company’s project logistics efficiency based of financial figures
is difficult to be evaluated as the monitoring is deficient.

External and internal factors: Communications
From company’s external and internal factors, the problems in communications seemed to
cause a lot misunderstanding and problems in projects. Not only company’s internal logistics
communication but also the external communications was found to require development. For
internal communications, the logistics communications were considered to be personified,
meaning that the logistics communications rely too much on certain personnel. If these persons
are absent from work the information may not flow because the necessary information may be
only stored in their personal files, for example Email. A uniform way of communicating or
sharing the logistics information has therefore not been agreed. This problem unites partly with
the problem that the logistics is lacking standardized documentation.
Furthermore, it was mentioned that project’s functional communication depends much on the
Site Manager of the projects. Especially, the logistics personnel seemed to suffer from this the
most as the needs from the site seemed to transpire often on a tight schedule. For example, it
was not unusual at all that the site informs about material needs in a very tight schedule in a
way that logistics is unable to prepare deliveries adequately. However, it was also stated by
logistics personnel that insofar as things goes well at some level at the site there will be no
feedback at all. Although small problems arouse at the site, they are rarely documented or
informed to logistics personnel because the experienced personnel at the site are used to solving
many of the problems themselves. This is partly good but also a problem as the problems are
not documented anywhere and thus are repeated from one project to another. All the same, the
company’s internal communications were required uniformity and development from one
direction to other.
“The communications from site is quite limited if thigs works well.” (the Logistics Engineer
19.2.2020)
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However, also from external communications point of view challenges with external parties
seemed to be quite common in projects. The required information does not always simply reach
the logistics, export, or site personnel. For example, truck may unexpectedly arrive to the
project site because the supplier or freight forwarder does not inform about the transportation
in a way that it is agreed. Many of the transportation related problems were considered to be
caused by external parties which the company can barely influence itself. Nevertheless, it was
pointed out that these external factors causing problems should be embraced because these
deficiencies in turn cause problems in the project site. For example, the supplier instructions
were considered to be area which needs improvement, because despite the requests, the
suppliers still tend to deliver too large packages to the site which the company then cannot
handle. Once again this is one of those topics that could be affected with better planning.
However, it was aroused that it is not quite clear that who should be communicating with who
and it was clearly noticeable because in some cases required information was simply not noticed
to be requested at all.

Site logistics (Interview: Site Managers, 13.1.2020; Project Managers, 10.2.2020; the
Logistics Engineer 19.2.2020)
The site logistics is the phase that takes place when goods have arrived at the project site and
thus are ready for installation. Site logistics responsibility starts when truck arrives to the project
site and goods are ready to be unloaded, stored and used for installation. Based on interviews
of project and site personnel, the major logistics challenges related to site logistics concerns the
traceability of goods at the site.

Traceability of arriving or arrived goods
The lack traceability of both arriving and arrived goods are based on interviews causing a lot
of problems at the project sites. As already discussed, the lack of detailed delivery details causes
additional work at the site, and due to this the site personnel must often open each package to
be sure what it contains and where it belongs. The problem also occurs in the tracking of
incoming shipments because the insufficient delivery data does not tell what is actually coming
to the site, except for the device level. Thus, this causes problems during tracking the shipments
and during installation at the site.
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The incoming shipments are informed via Email which are sent to the Site Manager after
loading have taken place. However, if for any reason this Email remains unsent, personnel at
the site may not have clue that some shipment is incoming. As mentioned, lacking standardized
documentation causes that the site personnel do not always know where necessary information
can be found when needed.

During the material reception and unloading at the site, arriving goods are only checked
visually. Therefore, if something is missing the deficiency shows up only when the material is
actually needed in the installation. On the other hand, the company’s project sites do not have
any WMS in use, let alone site personnel does not keep any record on materials what have been
used. Hence, it was discussed that with current package and delivery details along with deficient
inventory management systems at the site, it is impossible to keep on track what goods are
actually available. Because of this the true need only appears when the material is actually
needed in installation. Hence, material traceability needs development both in dispatching and
in the site.

5.2

Findings and observations of logistics processes

The findings and observations were performed by participating and by getting acquainted with
operation of different logistics processes. By observing the processes, it was detected both the
same challenges that aroused in the interviews but also challenges deviating from the
interviews. However, while observing the processes the focus was more on material and
information traceability within the process.

In addition to the observations, various informal discussions with different personnel have taken
place during the research. For example, these informal discussions have taken place with
production and warehouse executives as well as with company’s IT and ERP specialists. Both
observations and discussions bring important background information for development of
company’s project logistics. The aim is to achieve the overall understanding of the logistics
processes from various personnel who are involved in the process. This way the review does
not rely solely on the understanding of managers and supervisors. In the following issues risen
in the interviews and discussions are presented.
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Material picking
When observing the material picking it was attended to follow how the process flows at the
interface of warehouse and packing. By observing how material flows from material picking to
packaging it was able to be noticed, for example, factors affecting to the material traceability
in delivery and transportation.
If talking about goods that are brought for packaging straight from picking process, company’s
range of materials that are packaged is very wide and material types varies a lot. Picked
materials size, weight, shape as well as handleability have an effect on the duration of the
material picking work and on what kind of pallets the materials are collected to. Most
commonly materials are picked to EUR-pallets which are surrounded with wooden collars.

From material picking process, goods are picked and brought for packing shop order specifically. This means that Warehouse Workers aim to collect the goods of the shop orders
one-by-one to their own pallets and to bring them this way for packing. But sometimes goods
of multiple (2-8) shop-orders are collected in one and same pallet. It was identified that a clear
boundary is missing whether one or more shop-orders can be picked on same pallet or not.
Moreover, policy is missing on what size shop orders can be combined and what cannot. This
causes confusion because some shop orders contain so many material lines that yet alone, they
might generate several full packages by themself. If during material picking in packages of such
shop-orders are mixed with materials of other shop orders, in the packaging process the
Packagers cannot tell whether all material has been picked or not. Generally, the problem with
shop orders is that the number of packages generated from them cannot be determined for sure.
An additional challenge is caused by the fact that between projects shop order names vary.

Related to the previous problem in packing and shipping, problems are also caused the fact that
the material picking shop order process is often started although all goods are not available in
stock. When some materials are not picked during the main picking phase there will later be
post- pickings. Because data about picked materials as well as data about material shortages are
not documented and brought for Packagers clearly enough, the Packagers cannot tell when the
shop orders is completely picked. These details are only marked in the picking lists, but these
are not always documented.
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Because of the shop orders combined with wide range of goods, boundary between material
picking and packaging process is challenging. Shop orders do not support exact component
level traceability and therefore no accurate material accounting data is generated from material
picking process for packaging process purposes. Materials are only issued for shop order when
material is only removed from inventory stock, but this information is not recorded in any
packaging lists for example. The trace may only remain in the picking list, but this cannot be
obtained in electronic form. Furthermore, contents of shop orders are not designed in a way that
they would support suitable packaging, for example, by size.
Packaging
While observing the packaging process it was useful to have wider experience on the company’s
production processes. While observing the packaging process the focus was on the working
methods, how the company’s ERP supports the packaging processes purposes as well as how
the picking and packaging data are refined into delivery data.

The initial problem with current packaging process is that the current ERP environment does
not support the shop order packaging processes at all. Basically, the traceability of goods is lost
after material is issued in the ERP during the material picking process. This means that the
system does not provide opportunity for example to create shop order packaging units, design
packages or maintain actual finished products inventory. Hence, all this work must be done
manually with Excels which requires a lot time from the person performing it. Hence, at the
moment the most accurate detail which the Logistics Engineer can acquire for the packaging
lists is the basics shop order details. However, these details do not actually tell much when shop
order to be packed contains for example 50 to 100 different material lines. If such a package is
only tagged with a label which says: “installation materials”, it can be said that in these cases
the traceability of packaged goods disappears latest at the packaging stage. In order to develop
packing lists accuracy and this way materials traceability either the ERP’s shop order structure
or material picking process must be changed and developed.

As mentioned, currently the material picking, and packaging happens shop order-specifically.
This appears to be major problem as in this way material traceability in delivery process cannot
be maintained further than device level or equipment level. In practice, this means shop orders
which actually produce goods. However, the problem is that because precise material
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accounting of picked materials does not exist and because the ERP system does not support
project delivering, a traceability of goods cannot be maintained for shop orders which only
contain operations picking and packaging. This dilemma has been illustrated in the figure 13
below.

Figure 13. Shop order -specific material picking process

The company’s projects are split in modules which each contain certain amount of shop orders.
Contents of each shop orders come from design structures which are created by design and
scheduled by production planning. As the figure 13 illustrates, each shop order is picked and
packed individually. However, shop orders which only contain few material lines are often
combined, but as mentioned there is no clear line. But if the picked shop order is any bigger,
for example containing 50 material lines. If for example material picking of such shop order
would form four boxes, with current processes there would not be visibility what each box
contain. As the figure illustrates, one box could include components cdad and other box
components xxx. If the personnel at the site is looking for component y, there is no way to find
it or know where it is without opening the boxes. If the site personnel cannot find the searched
component, the export personnel can only tell that the searched component is most likely
packaged in package no. x, y, z or k, but cannot be sure. Hence, company’s packages are like
“black boxes”.
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The additional problem with shop orders in packaging is that the shop order structures do not
support the optimal packaging. As the figure 13 illustrates, it is not rare that almost empty or
halfway filled pallets are brought for packaging. Because pallets are not combined in the
packaging process, finished packages are sometimes left with a lot of empty space. Thus, a lot
of unnecessary “air” is transported to the project sites. This is because some of the shop orders
contains only a few items and when these are picked and packaged, the result is a halfway filled
pallet. Again, these problems mostly concern the shop orders which does pass through
production processes. All the same, these shop orders are not designed in a way that they would
support optimal packaging.
Furthermore, majority of the company’s packaged shop orders are currently those which does
not contain any assembly before packaging. The table 2 illustrates shop orders of the company’s
largest project at the present time of this research. As the table indicates the project has in total
of 866 shop orders which 612 ends with packaging phase. This is due to the reason that the
picking is always the first and packing phase is always the last shop order operation, and not all
shop orders require packing operation. Therefore, the reason why only 71 % of shop orders
from 866 are packaged is due to the reason that many shop orders only consist picking phase.
However, as the figure illustrates, only 287 shop orders included either electrical or mechanical
assembly before packing. This means that in this particular project only 47 % of all shop orders
goes through assembly processes before packing. Hence, in this project from 612 shop orders
325 contain only operations picking and packing, and thus are never needed in any production
process before packing.

Table 2. Shop orders of one large project
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Because the ERP is not used for packaging purposes the shop order progressions are not much
followed by export and logistics personnel. Packagers do not have access to ERP at all. This
leads to the problem that was mentioned earlier, Packagers or logistics personnel does not
always know if there have been problems with material picking and, for example, if something
has not been picked. Respectively, the packagers do not have access to the ERP because the
packagers are leased from external subcontractor, and with company’s current policies, external
personnel are not allowed with access to the system. These deficiencies lead to the point that
the shop order’s packing phase remains unreported and shop orders are not closed on time. As
the table 3 illustrates at the present time of this research in total 680 of company’s shop orders
which should have been finished had unreported shop order operations. The table does not show
duplicates so therefore, if any assembly phase is unreported it does not reappear on packing.
However, as the table 3 illustrates 70 % of all unreported operations are packing operations.
Reason behind this is that based on the current processes the logistics personnel cannot be sure
when all materials of individual shop orders have been picked and packaged.

Table 3. Unreported shop order operations

Furthermore, taking into account the extent of the company’s operations as well as the fact that
the company have been leasing 2-5 Packagers almost full time, it is interesting these persons
have not received access to the system. Let alone it is interesting that the company does not
have any own person in the packaging process other than the Logistics Engineer who is
coordinating the work. From one person the external subcontractor invoices 39,7 €/h, including
VAT, which means that if the company is leasing 2-5 persons full time the cost impact is
significant.

Delivery and transportation
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The observations on delivery and transportation management were conducted by participating
in the transportation and delivery processes. The focus of observations was at the methods of
transportation and supply planning as well as how export and site logistics cooperate. This way
it was possible to achieve a comprehensive understanding how company’s export logistics
operations work.

As mentioned earlier, the traceability of goods in transportation is inadequate, for example, due
to the lack of documentation. This causes a lot of difficulties in the delivery and transportation
operations. Because the delivery data is not precise enough, the personnel at the site cannot in
all respects editorialize in advance whether the material is clearly needed in the site or if
something essential is missing from the shipment. Because of this, the site personnel participate
into the operative transportation planning quite minimally and due to this the shortcomings are
detected only when the need of materials at the site. However, it was noted that in general site
personnel are only involved little into the transportation planning. Therefore, the cooperation
between site and export should be also developed in other areas as well, other than just by
improving delivery details.

However, the transportation planning deficiencies are not just a consequence between site and
export. It appears that significant problems related to the transportation planning is caused by
the fact that project overall supply plan is completely missing and have not transparent for
export personnel. At the moment, the overall supply plan is not formed deeper than the device
level. This means that numerous shop orders are missing transparency insofar when their
contents are needed in the site. Such shop orders are for example all the shop orders which do
not pass through company’s production. For these goods, the delivery point remains on the
interpretation of the Logistics Engineer. However, the module-specific delivery sequence
slightly mitigates this problem, but this is discussed in more detail in the section 6.3. In the
device level the plan is formed but it appears that it is not used for export purposes. All the
same, the project’s overall supply planning seems to require development from both sides
because the traceability of installation needs is lacking.

In a device level the site personnel do know what is coming based on the packaging lists.
However, when talking about equipment or material level the traceability does not exist other
than in exceptional cases. Because the company’s ERP does not support the shop order shipping
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also delivery information must be generated manually just like packaging information. For
example, transportation planning is manually performed with Excel without any automation.
Excel is great engine for calculations, but it is not built to serve complex processes, run audit
routines, or serve as a complex and multidimensional database. If the ERP does not provide
tools to support export operations, other tools needs to be developed to replace Excel as this
manual work is really time consuming and error prone.

ERP and inventory management
The company’s ERP system and important documentation systems such as the Windchill was
familiarized comprehensively during the research as the material picking, packaging and
delivery management requires a lot of data processing. While observing these the focus was on
how export and site operations use these systems as well as what key functionalities are missing.
However, the ERP’s shop order, packaging as well as delivery related problems were
comprehensively discussed already above and thus are not discussed here in detail. Currently,
it seems the ERP does not support the company’s export and delivery processes. However, the
company’s ERP will receive an update in 2022 which will add the project delivery features. For
example, this will grant tools for shop order shipment management. However, at the time this
feature was known very little for sure and the system supplier had only a few brochures to offer.
Hence, it cannot be said for sure how these features will enhance the project logistics process
in the future.

During the observations it appeared that the company does not have any inventory management
system for finished products or packaged goods. These details are documented projectspecifically in separate Excel -files which are maintained by the Logistics Engineer. However,
the management of these documents suffers significantly if several projects are maintained at
the same time, or if any of the projects are delayed and the packaged goods need to be stored
in the temporary storage for longer time than initially planned. All the same, these documents
cannot really be considered to be equal with inventory management system as these are mostly
listings of project’s packaged goods which are used for transportation planning purposes. For
example, the package values are missing or exact warehousing locations. It appeared, that
nobody had an accurate compaction of the goods that are stored in the 3PL.
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Furthermore, the problems with the Excel -lists were also causing the Windchill system in
which they are managed. It was noticed that the Windchill’s compatibility for wider
documentation management was inefficient and insecure. The main problem in the Windchill
environment is that only one user can edit same document at the same time. This makes
managing such enormous data mass really challenging and slow because documents need to be,
closed, updated and opened all the time. Nor it was unusual that the document was not saved
into the system and all the work must be redone. The Windchill works for document saving and
version management purposes but it is not designed to run complex files in daily basis. This
entity from inventory management to Windchill requires development already in short term.

For IT-systems in general, it appeared for example that the site personnel were not used to
working with the company’s ERP. Thus, when talking about, for example shop orders, everyone
does not know what features they include. Yet at this stage, no ERP educations were carried
out. Not only with the ERP but also with the Windchill documents it was not entirely clear what
information can be found in which. The delivery information was clearly not transparent but
also the personnel at the site was not familiar with using these systems, and this issue aroused
clearly in the interviews as well. Furthermore, these things clearly need development.

Logistics measures
Company’s project logistics efficiency was also attempted to be analysed through logistics
measures. However, it quickly became apparent that evaluating company’s logistics operations
in the light of figures is not possible or at least it is very difficult. This is due to the reason that
important KPI’s have not been defined for company’s project logistics operations. Furthermore,
logistics operations have not been monitored in a way that reliable data would have been
available for analysis. As mentioned, only budgeted and realized transportation and packaging
costs of projects are monitored in the ERP. However, these costs only cover ordinary project
deliveries and thus, for example, the cost impacts of post-deliveries do not appear in these.

Not only logistics operations have been inadequately monitored but some operations have not
been monitored at all. For example, amounts of finished or packaged goods have not been
monitored in detail, or factors such as delivery volumes and numbers, delivery times or delivery
errors have not been monitored or they have only been monitored marginally. Due to these
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aforesaid reasons’ evaluation of operational effectiveness afterwards with logistics measures is
challenging.

5.3

Analysing distribution operations of large-scale projects

In this section description of company’s large sized project distribution operations are
presented. When analysing the logistics traceability, the intention in the distribution analysis is
to focus on examining following factors:

1. Material and information quality and traceability
2. Logistics documentation
3. Supply planning
4. Process’s tools and IT-systems.

Supply planning refers how well and precisely the projects are planned in accordance with
project’s deliverables. For example, in precise plan shipments are scheduled in a way that the
project site knows accurately what goods are coming to the site and in which order. Supply
planning takes a stance on shipment scheduling and the accuracy of the contents of the
shipments. Logistics documentation refers how well the current shipment documentation
supports the material traceability within the process. In good documentation it is exactly known
which package contains which device or component. Tools and IT-systems refers how well, for
example, the company’s ERP supports the material traceability in exports and how detailed
delivery data is processed. By focusing on these factors, the aim is to find potential development
areas for the material traceability within the company’s project logistics process.

Logistics information traceability within the project logistics process refers how deliverables
are being packaged and how well each individual deliverable and material can be tracked from
individual delivery, container, truck, or package. Before transportation, traceability means that
when goods are packaged it is known in which specifics package individual or specifics
components, or devices are packaged. From project site point of view the traceability means
how well the good can be located at the project site without additional work.

Module distribution and supply planning
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For project logistics, distribution is important factor as it determines, for instance, the order in
which the company delivers its materials to the project site. Logistics process and project
management wise the company executes its projects in very similar manner. Thus, it can be
said that the processes described in the section 4.2 takes place regardless of the project size and
type.

The company applies a module classification for management of its project deliveries. In large
system deliveries the module classification means that the system is split into certain segments.
Depending on the scope, usually the main system is divided into a smaller, identical segments
whose contents are equal between other modules. These can be called as main modules. In
addition to main modules the system often consists of peripheral systems which are also divided
into own modules based on the installation area or contents. At the present time, the current
large-scale projects had 1-8 main modules and 2-3 peripheral modules. Each module is an
ensemble which is required as such at the project site because each of these are a specific part
of the planned installation. Hence, the installation at the site happens module by module.

From project logistics point of view this classification also means that all project deliverables
other than tools are packaged and delivered based on associated module. Thus, company’s
production and shop orders are also directed based on the project modules. Furthermore, the
project is delivered module by module to the project site in order to installation to proceed
without problems.

However, contents of each modules are also aimed to be delivered in specific delivery sequence
to the project site. The module specific delivery sequence is usually determined between the
Project Manager and the export personnel at the latest during the project production & shipping
phase, but often the sequence becomes more precise as the project proceeds. At next example
delivery sequence of company’s large-scale project’s main module is introduced.

Table 4. Delivery sequence for A type projects

Delivery order
1.

Deliverables
Tool container(s)
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Before any devices or installation materials are delivered to the site the company aims to deliver
the basics installation tools to the site a little in advance. Among basics installation tools, many
installation preparation tools are typically delivered as well. For instance, such tools as layout
drawing tools or possible floor drilling tools are often needed for site preparations at the
beginning of the installation. If the tool container is not delivered completely separately, it is at
least always delivered among the first deliveries to the site. However, because only basics tools
are delivered in the beginning, special tools or other tools required later during the installation
are delivered as the project proceeds.
In company’s large system projects, the materials are always aimed to be delivered in several
batches to the site, in the way that the materials could be at the site just at the right time as
possible according to the project’s installation plan. This applies for project in distant countries
as well. This way the company tries to minimize the storing needs at the site when the materials
are delivered just-in-time according to installation needs.

However, storing at the site also depends heavily on the customer and limitations set by the
project site. Thus, even though company tries itself to minimize the storing at the site usually it
is also dependent on the fact that in many cases the storing possibilities at the site are inadequate
for company’s needs. Specially this applies for projects in distant countries. For example, in
some cases the storing possibilities can simply be so poor that storing is not an option while in
some cases there is enough space for the needs of the whole project. Either way, as the company
has not applied any warehouse management system for project sites and the company cannot
keep on track well enough what is being stored if too many materials are delivered at once. Due
to these factors the first prior for delivering is to follow the module-specific installation
sequence at the site.
In the table 5 and 6 below is illustrated a case example of company’s module-specific delivery
sequence which company’s ongoing large-scale projects are currently following. The purpose
if this example is to demonstrate how company’s deliveries are built and planned. Furthermore,
the purpose is to analyse more specifically the traceability of the deliveries at its current stage.
In the example only company’s major deliverables are included and thus not all potential
deliverables are listed. This is due to the reason, that many of these minor deliverables are parts
of these major deliverables. Furthermore, due to the lack of delivery traceability and with the
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current level of supply planning, listing these more precisely would not have been possible. The
main phases are built based on the available installation plans, which are done in device level,
and based on the Logistics Engineer’s knowledge.

Even though this delivery sequence was built mainly based on ongoing projects it was noticed
that the general delivery sequence of large projects is still very similar between projects.
Depending on how many main modules the project includes the presented delivery sequence
may repeat several times during the project before all deliverables are delivered to the site.

Table 5. Delivery sequence for robot frame and cable systems

Delivery order

Deliverables

Among first shipments of the module

X-beams and support columns for robot

(One or several units at once)

frame installation

Among first shipments of the module

Robot frame parts (brackets, stoppers,

(One or several units at once)

channels)

Among first shipments of the module

Other robot frame installation materials

(One or several units at once)

(nuts, bolts)

Among first shipments of the module

Robot frame legs (subcontracted)

(One or several units at once)
Typically, at the same time with frame legs

Field cablings and other electrical

(One or several units at once)

components related to it

Varies, among robot frame delivery or after

Cable route parts (meka-, cable racks and

bridge units

brackets for installation)

(One or several units at once)
In practice, the company’s shipments begin from robot frames as illustrated in the table 5 above.
In European projects this means 1-3 full trailers considering the robot frame legs alone requires
one truck. If described shortly, in any case the module delivery begins from delivering of robot
frame parts as they are very usually at the top of the installation sequence. As the frame is built
with heavy and large size metal parts, such as columns and beams, the whole frame requires
several shipments to be fully transported to the site. Even though many of these parts are not
needed in any preliminary assembly before site, such as large x-beams, company purchases and
delivers them to the project site from the 3PL. Commonly, after all important robot frame parts
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are shipped, materials for cable systems are shipped next to the site. Such materials are for
example cable racks and field cablings. This delivery sequence is quite similar every time from
one project to another and therefore it is separated from the table 6.
Particularly in company’s larger projects these homogenous materials are consumed in larger
quantities. As for many frame parts also for cable system parts, many are purchased to the
company’s own premises and thereafter delivered to the project site from the 3PL.

When robot frame materials as well as cable route parts of the module are delivered, as
presented in table 5, other deliverables of the module will be reached. That is when, for
example, the important devices and peripheral systems are delivered for installation. An
example of company’s main module-specifics delivery sequence for robots, bridges, peripheral
systems, and other important support components are presented in table 6 below. Moreover, it
is noticeable that this is an example from an ongoing project and thus is not a common sequence
for every project. However, especially the order of table 6 may vary a lot between projects. In
case of table 6 more specific delivery sequence is often agreed with the Logistics Engineer and
the Site Manager as the project proceeds. However, this is influenced by many other factors as
well.

Table 6. Shipment sequence for bridge units, peripheral systems, and support

Delivery order

Deliverables

Varys, among robot frame delivery or after

Transfer- and transport carriages

bridge units
After frame delivery

MBR800 or 700+ bridge unit or units +

(Unit or units, the order is agreed)

grippers (Devices)

Peripheral devices delivery order is

Robot cell control cabinets and panels
(bridge units), robot frame safety
components
Company’s peripheral devices such as stack-

determined by the installation order at the

de-stackers

After bridge unit or units are shipped

site
Peripheral devices delivery order is

Subcontracted devices conveyors, cabinets,

determined by the installation order at the

and cranes as well as racks

site
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Among the peripheral device deliveries

Peripheral device installation materials

In varying order

Area cabling and other electrical
components

In varying order

Special devices

Aimed last

Safety systems (doors, fences)

In varying order

Other materials & devices

As the tables 5 and 6 above illustrates the module deliverables are very comprehensive entities.
One module may consist of around 125 different size packages and devices, where biggest alone
requires one trailer or container to be transported. For example, the bridge units are so large
that transporting them to the project site require one truck or container each. If one the module
consists 4 bridge units, it is already four truck or container needed.

Based on the research, if the whole project consists of for example 6 modules, the project will
consist around 650 to 800 different kind of packages. The reason why the variance is such large
is due to the reason that the amount and sizes of project’s post -shipments appears to vary a lot.
Furthermore, the variance is caused due to the reason that the shop orders are always picked
and packaged differently. For example, if the picking is started for shop order which materials
are only partially available it can generate 5 packages when normally it would only generate 4.

Based on the ongoing projects it was estimated that around 50 to 75 packages were goods that
were forgotten from the project’s main design and needed to be bought afterwards. The amount
may be larger because each and individual shortage are designed to its own shop order. In the
worst case, one individual electric cable is packaged to its own pallet. However, this does not
mean that all these packages are necessarily shipped via express delivery. Instead often this
means that the Logistics Engineer do not know when these materials are needed at the site.

On top, each module consists of a certain amount of peripheral equipment and devices which
are bought from external suppliers. Delivery-technically these peripheral systems are often even
larger entities than the company’s own shipments. However, the delivery management often
remains on supplier itself and thus the delivery-technical issues are rarely visible for the
company. Reviewing these in detail is not the purpose in this research and moreover would
require its own research. In any case, the company has projects where export personnel work
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closely with suppliers in delivery technical issues. Based on research, reconciling peripheral
deliveries with company’s own deliveries requires a lot of work and can be challenging.
As for the practical delivering of the whole project, the company’s current distribution model
for individual modules is illustrated in the figure 14 below. The figure illustrates how individual
modules are aimed to be shipped to the project site in relation to project’s other modules.
Furthermore, the figure tries to indicate the sequence in which the goods of the module are
aimed to be delivered to the project site. This module-specific delivery sequence was illustrated
in the tables 5 and 6.

Figure 14. Module-specifics delivery sequence

As the figure 14 illustrates each module are aimed to be delivered to the project site in a stepwise
order with respect to the other modules. For example, the deliveries of module 2 could begin
around halfway of module 1. However, in which point the deliveries actually begin is totally
project specific. Deliveries of next module may begin earlier or far later, for example depending
on the project’s delivery schedule or material availability. In any case, the aim is to deliver the
goods of a few modules at once according to the needs of installation. Due to the changes and
delays happening in projects, the shipments will not always realize as straightforward as shown
in the figure 14. In optimal conditions modules are delivered chiefly as shown in the figure.

Hence, the figure 15 represents more realistic situation how the delivery sequence actually
realises. If for any reason the shipments of any module get delayed, it happens as illustrated in
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the figure 15, where goods of multiple modules are being delivered to the site at the same time.
Again, it is completely project-specific how tight delivery schedules has been agreed with the
customer, but according to the research, these schedules are often quite tight.

Figure 15. Actual module-specifics delivery sequence

As the figure illustrates, what happens if deliverables of any module are late for shipment, and
if goods of several modules need to be shipped simultaneously. In a good case this would only
mean that couple of packages cannot be sent in the original delivery window, and thus only
these packages need to be postponed to later shipments. Furthermore, in a good case remaining
goods can already be sent in the next shipments and thus they do not cause additional
inconveniences for installation at the site. However, in much worse case several goods of one
module cannot be sent as planned, which in worst repeats in every module. Deliveries are
stretching and piling up toward to the end of the project. Eventually this will lead to expensive
post-deliveries. At the present time of this research company’s deliveries realises in between
the good and worst scenarios.

The reason why material remain unsent is multidimensional problem. For example, this
problem occurs if the company’s production, procurement, or design are significantly late for
any reason. Insofar as production, design and procurement are all on time the largest module
deliverables are shipped well on time. However, according to the research, it is very common
that a lot of small accessories, installation materials and electrical cables are shipped outside of
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the planned delivery schedule, and this appears to be independent from other functions as well.
The reason behind this appears to be the inadequate planning of the project deliveries and the
opacity of delivery needs. This shop order traceability and planning dilemma is illustrated in
the figure 16 below.

Figure 16. Problems in module distribution

As the figure illustrates, that the problems start because there is no accurate installation or
supply plan which could accurately tell when the smaller installation materials, electrical
components or other accessories are needed at the site. Because the shop orders are not linked
into the installation schedule, the shipment point of the goods remains chiefly on the Logistics
Engineer and the Site Manager. Project management rarely takes a stand on the shipments if
nothing is missing at the site acutely. Based on the ongoing projects it can be said that actual
delivery schedule is generated “on the fly” -mentality. Basically, this means that goods are
being sent whenever they are available or whenever site actually needs them. However, as
mentioned this entity is affected significantly by other functions before delivery logistics.
However, even in a situation where all goods are available for shipment at needed time, the
shipments would still be supplemented by questions. This is due to the reason because the shop
orders or site’s material needs in general are not transparent for delivery logistics.

Managing logistics information
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Company’s logistics information management is illustrated briefly in the figure 17 below. In
the figure is illustrated what logistics information is traced and how in different stages of
project. In practice, the company’s ERP generates very detailed information from the goods
which are handled and registered through the ERP system. However, from available
information only fraction of the data is used for shipment logistics purposes. On the other hand,
for goods which are not processed through the company’s ERP, the data management and
utilization for logistics purposes is much more challenging. In these cases, often the initial
material or purchase data is in separate Excel or PDF -lists. In these cases, for shipment logistics
purposes the required data need to be processed and handled manually in separate Excel -files.
Often these materials which are processed outside the company’s ERP are called as “xcomponents”. Shipping such components is delivery-technically very challenging because the
Logistics Engineer must remember to ship these based on, for example one specifics E-mail,
which can easily be lost in archives. Therefore, shipping such components to the sites must
simply have to be remembered.

Figure 17. Logistics information management in projects

Furthermore, because the packaging plan, as shown in the figure, is managed manually in the
Excel, only the most important delivery details are brought from shop orders and PDFs to the
plan. Due to the amount of manual work all the important information cannot be brought to the
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plan which would be beneficial for the projects site personnel. Also due to this reason the site
personnel have to manage with incomplete delivery details. Furthermore, the company’s site
management and site personnel currently follow the information presented in the last box of the
figure. Because not all information, and especially detailed information, cannot be gathered to
the plan the site personnel must often do various investigations at the site in order to find what
they are looking for.

Table 7. Example of packaging list details delivered to site

Package
No

Dimensions
(LxWxH)

Weight
(Net/Cross)

ERP Part
NO

1

1200x800x600 120 / 140

625511

2

1450x900x600 450 / 482

921453

Part
Description
Electrical
Components
Frame Assy

Project Details

P118600 / Mod 1 /
Area Cabling
P118600 / Mod 3 /
MBR800

The provided information to the site is shown at its roughest at the table 7 above. In practice,
the ERP part number should point out in which design structure the deliverable belongs to.
However, not always the ERP’s part number relate to the design structure. This happens when
the design personnel create so called material compilation shop orders. These shop orders are
those which do not require any production before packing, but instead for example contain
important electrical components for installation at the site. Because the site personnel use the
part number to look for the device or equipment drawings from the Windchill, in these cases
the ERP’s part number does not actually tell anything. This is because the material compilation
shop orders do not include one.
Furthermore, the packaged part description is often only the shop order’s name. This does not
specify for example what specific electrical components are included. Only for some goods
detailed amounts are recorded and included. However, due to the reason that during the material
picking and packaging processes package material contents are not counted, detailed
information cannot be provided to the project sites.

Currently, the delivery details facilitate at the site to align the packages to the right storage
locations and slightly simplifies which stage of installation they belong to. However, because
the information is not sufficient enough the site personnel cannot tell what the boxes actually
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contain without opening them first. From project logistics process point of view this problem
is illustrated as a whole in the figure 18 below.

Figure 18. Logistics information flow in the project logistics process

Because material picking process cannot provide accurate information for packing process,
with current tools and methods the logistics personnel simply cannot provide more accurate
delivery details to project sites. At the current state, the material traceability within the process
disappears between material picking and packing process. As the figure illustrates, each process
stakeholder demands more information but are only provided fraction of it which multiplies as
the process proceeds. Hence, development solutions must be found to the borderline between
the ERP and Excel so that more detailed information is able to be shared more efficiently within
the process.
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6

DEVELOPING

MATERIAL

DISTRIBUTION

AND

PROJECT

LOGISTICS
In this chapter the main actions and most potential solutions for developing the identified
problems in the project material distribution and general project logistics will be introduced.
During the development phase multiple development solutions were able to be identified but
not all could be analysed within the scope of this thesis. Hence, this chapter will focus on the
main solutions and actions that were identified during the research. The presented solutions
were selected in accordance with the objectives of this thesis as well as the company’s
intentions.

At first in the section 6.1 the development solutions for improving material and information
traceability within the project distribution will be introduced and the section 6.2 will introduce
the main development solutions for the general process development.

6.1

Development of project distribution

When developing the material distribution, the main focus is on the material transparency
within the process. As the analysis indicates the main problems with material distribution lies
in the fact that the available delivery data as well as the supply planning is far too inadequate.
For example, due to the lack of incomplete delivery data, the delivery documentation cannot be
developed in a way that it would consist detailed information of packaged goods. Hence,
developing the material delivery data was first prior alongside with development of material
supply planning.

Improving shop order material traceability
As the analysis indicates, in its current form shop orders do not support company’s project
delivery operations and traceability of smaller goods. Furthermore, as mentioned the shop
orders will receive new features for project shipping in 2022 which will for example allow the
shop order delivery planning. Moreover, these tools will allow, for example, automatic package
labelling and transportation planning of finished goods.
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However, the upcoming change wont itself fix the material traceability problem from which the
company is currently suffering in its delivery operations. Accounting of picked materials needs
to be developed further, because these upcoming features will not allow the company to create
optimal, traceable packages from shop orders which are not processed through company’s
production. The problem is not only the lacking shop order export related tools, but also the
general shop order properties are problematic for company’s operations. Because the shop
orders are not designed to support operations which only include material picking, packing and
transportation, the shop orders will not adapt to the company’s needs as desired. Of course, the
upcoming ERP version will facilitate delivering of shop orders which will actually produce
devices and equipment, but it will not yield to the component level traceability which the
company expects from it. Therefore, potential solutions need to be sought outside the ERP’s
shop order features.

Furthermore, developing shop order material traceability appears to be quite challenging as in
practice the shop order picking data is only documented on a printed picking list which is not
obtainable in electronic form. However, during the project, usage of picking lists for material
tracking was decided to be developed. Previously the shop order pickling lists did not contain
data which could be used for material tracking purposes and thus the lists were not helpful at
the project sites. Therefore, the picking lists were decided to be modified in a way that they
would contain traceable information about picked material lines of shop orders. This change is
described in the figure 19 below.
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Figure 19. Modified picking list

As the figure 19 illustrates, the shop order picking list was added a simple package no. line. In
practice, this line is used during the picking process for pointing out in which package the
specific material line have been picked. Furthermore, during the material picking process a
marking package x/n was decided to be added to the side of packages to indicate how many
packages certain shop order has formed. This was also an important addition for the new
material picking process so that picked material lines can be directed to a specific package in
the material picking list.

Hence the material picking, and packaging process developed as presented in the figure 20
below. Material picking and packaging happens still shop order-specifically as earlier.
However, now the packages do contain a marking which tells how many packages specifics
shop order has generated, as in the figure 20 example the shop order 4 has generated in total of
four packages. It is noteworthy that the system does not tell how many packages the shop order
will generate. This means that assessment of how many packages the shop order will generate
depends entirely on the Warehouse Worker’s estimate. However, assessment is not always
possible, if for example a lot of goods are missing from shop order’s main picking. However,
if succeed this development will allow generation of more accurate package data for the site
personnel.
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Figure 20. Enhanced picking & packing process

As the figure illustrates, after the picking process is finished the picking list is aimed to be
placed in the first package of the shop order. This contains the detailed information of the
contents of the packages, as for in the figure 20 example the picking list would tell what is in
these four packages. However, this is only a solution which can improve the material
traceability at the project site but does not improve material visibility in export logistics.
Because picking lists cannot be obtained in electronic form the picking and packaging data
remains still untraceable for export and project personnel. Therefore, export personnel cannot
still tell afterwards what exactly have been delivered to the sites. However, already this alone
could help site personnel in a way that they do not have to open every package in order to find
the goods they are looking for.

Based on the research the material accounting should still be developed further in order to get
the data in electronic form, which leads to a twofold problem. In the first place, the picking
process should be facilitated with IT-technology as currently only computers are used for
material issuing for shop orders. In the upcoming ERP version, the ERP will receive mobile
support which will allow usage of tablets and other mobile devices. This will allow mobilization
of warehousing related tasks including material picking. Already now the system would support
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QR code, EAN and Barcode scanners but at least when mobile support is released IT-devices
should be brought into use so that material picking data could be captured in electronic form.

However, the secondary problem lies in shop order structures. As mentioned, shop orders are
not designed to support delivery operations in as company desires. This means that the material
picking that happens through shop orders should only concern materials which are picked for
production. Shop orders which currently only contain operations picking and packaging should
be managed in a different way. This is because shop orders must always produce something
from the picked parts before export operations can take place. For example, if shop order
contains 50 material lines, they always need to be used first, for example, to produce 4 specifics
assemblies. Hence, the shop orders will not support the company’s delivery process in a way
that one could create reasonable packages straight after material picking. This is due to the
reason that shop order features are not designed for that and therefore processing such materials
must be detached from shop order structures and processed with different tools.

Processing deliveries through customer orders
For fixing shop order’s structural problems, during the development project alternative
solutions was sought for processing shop orders including mere material picking and packing.
Furthermore, one potential solution for shop order replacement was identified, which would be
the ERP’s customer order feature. The possibilities of customer orders were examined from
export logistics and process’ traceability point of view.

Based on research, delivery-technically the most reasonable way to process mere material
picking shop orders would be to process the materials through customer orders instead of shop
orders. In the ERP environment customer order management refers to processes and services
involved in ordering goods – purchasing, processing, fulfilling, shipping, transporting, and
following up with the customer. Basically, the customer order system provides direct order data,
like pricing, product availability or deliverables to internal operators and to the customer.
Delivery-technically this means, that the customer order feature enables comprehensive order
fulfilling, because it handles everything from order entry to delivery and tracking of shipments.
Moreover, these customer order features are already available for use in the company’s ERP
system, but at the present time these features are only used narrowly for customer service
purposes. Basically, this means that more advanced features for direct order fulfilment, delivery
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and shipment are already applicable for use. After careful development, these features would
suit for management of company’s project shipments and these customer order features could
be replacement for shop order structures.

However, delivery-technically utilization of customer order features would mean major
changes to the material management structures. First of all, this would mean relinquishment of
shop order structures with customer order lines which would basically contain the combination
data of material lines from multiple shop orders. From project logistics point of view this change
is illustrated in the figure 21 below.

Figure 21. Processing deliveries through customer orders

In practice the change would mean that all the shop orders which currently only contain
operations picking and packaging would be transferred behind customer orders. Shop orders
which contain production operations would still be processed through shop orders. As
illustrated in the figure 21, one customer order would contain data of several shop orders. The
project deliverables could be split into one or multiple customer orders depending how these
are wanted to be organized. The fact how many customer orders are needed for one project is
only an arrangement issue. All the project deliverables can also be combined behind one
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customer order because the customer order allows allocation of goods to a specific need, for
example, to a specific module, delivery date, activity or sub-project, or depending how the
company has organized its projects.

However, in this example each module of the project would include its own customer order and
these customer orders would specify the material need for different stages of installation. For
example, if one module includes 50 and second 75 shop orders these material lines would be
behind two individual customer orders. Suitable packages and shipments would be built based
on the specific customer order material lines instead of based on individual shop orders.

From the logistics process point of view, because one customer order would contain data from
dozens of shop orders the material picking could become more efficient. This is due to the
reason that when material picking would no longer happen shop order-specifically, material
shortages during the picking process would no longer be major problem in shipping.
Undelivered individual parts would not need to be afforested afterwards from the shop orders
but instead all picked, unpicked, and shipped material lines would be displayed in the customer
order lines. In the material picking process, customer order’s materials could be combined
based on material availability. Furthermore, materials could be picked, combined, and packaged
in a way that they support suitable package sizes. This means, that the Warehouse Worker could
build full packages by combining suitable size goods into same pallets.

However, the main benefit of customer orders would be that they would support the traceability
of material flows in the project distribution. Because the company’s ERP system has advanced
tools available for customer order processing, transition from shop orders to customer orders
would enhance material traceability and delivery processes remarkably. As for the figure 21
above illustrates, the customer orders would allow packaging planning already in the material
picking stage. This means, for example, that after picking the materials 3, 8 and 14 the
Warehouse Worker could finalize the package contents and determine its package number
which is currently done much later. Particularly, the advantage of the customer orders is that
the package data would be saved into the ERP system and therefore it would be traceable
throughout the whole project logistics process from material picking to site operations. This
would allow one to know in more detail what each package contains.
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In addition to the enhanced material traceability, the advantage of the customer orders would
be the reduced manual work which especially the package and delivery operations are currently
suffering. Customer order feature has all tools from material picking to shipment planning and
order delivering. This would mean for example, that shipments could be built in the ERP instead
of manual Excels. The system would be able to generate all relevant shipment documents and
the system would be able to generate all important package labels automatically which all are
currently created manually. Furthermore, the software could perform the tasks more accurately
than a staff member would by tracing data manually in the Excel.
From export logistics point of view the customer order’s benefits are evident. However, the
transition from shop orders to customer orders would affect to multiple organizations and thus
would not be unambiguous change. For example, based on the research it appears that the
current design methodology would not support straight customer order utilization. However,
this change entity cannot be reviewed in detail within scope of this master’s thesis.
Nevertheless, from project logistics point of view this change would seem to be inevitable and
above all, beneficial.

Developing installation and supply planning
As the project distribution analysis indicated, one of the biggest deficiencies causing problems
in delivery operations is the lack of transparency for the material needs at the project site. This
deficiency was caused by the fact that accurate supply or installation plan is missing. A plan
which would take a stand, for example, on shop order needs at the site. As discussed, currently
the project’s installation schedule only considers major devices and larger equipment. For
improving transparency of company’s deliverables, a new approach is developed for supply
planning so that the smaller goods as well as shop orders could be linked to a specific need at
the project installation site.

Currently the only plan which takes any stand for installation at the project site is the project
installation schedule. In practice this plan is a basic Excel made Gantt -chart which is
maintained by the Project Manager. Even though this plan is not intended for supply planning
purposes, it is the only plan which roughly tells when specific devices need to be transported
as it points out when specific part of the system is going to be installed. However, it does not
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imply when smaller equipment, installation materials and other accessories or shop orders are
needed at the site.

Project deliverables must be linked and scheduled for shipping, because when there is no actual
visibility of the installation needs, the shipping at right time becomes difficult and the process
will become filled with hassle. For this purpose, a task-based installation plan is introduced for
developing this transparency problem. In task-based plan the project installation schedule is
divided into a predefined task based on installation work at project site. Furthermore, for these
tasks the installation work related material needs are determined. The general idea of the plan
is presented in the figure 22 below. However, it should be noted that the attributes presented in
the figure are examples which does not relate to company’s existing project shipments.

Figure 22. Task-based installation planning

For example, if project consist of multiple modules, each module could consist of several
predefined tasks. The needs for these predefined tasks at installation site would be planned in
advance, as for illustrated in the figure above. For example, tasks 01 – 03 would consist tool
containers and the frame parts of the first module. However, the tasks could also be replaced
for example with trucks or containers. In this case the plan could be implemented by planning
full trucks or containers in advance, where the contents of each truck would naturally be planned
in order based on the installation demands. Then, if one module requires nine trailers the plan
should be built for these. All the same, in both cases the planning requires knowledge of the
project system and information on which stage of the installation the various shop orders belong
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to. Here, the Logistics Engineer’s personal interpretation is not always enough, and more
precise scheduling and information is needed when these various shop orders need to be
shipped.

However, as the figure illustrates that the plan could also be used for tracking of the delivered
and undelivered goods as well as materials potential deficiencies. For example, just by using
simple colour coding, one could easily monitor at the site which shop orders or other materials
are already delivered and which are not and thus prepare beforehand for possible shortcomings.
The figure 23 below indicates from what an individual task would roughly look like in example.
Within the predefined tasks the required materials could be specified more precisely than in this
example. If the plan is performed in truck level, the contents could be coarser but larger.

Figure 23. Example of task contents

As for in this example, the task would consist important robot frame x-beams as well as a few
important shop orders which would most likely include the required installation materials for
the robot frame assembly. At the present time there is no visibility, which materials should be
included with the robot frame x-beam delivery and thus it is left to the interpretation of the
Logistics Engineer. Because the Logistics Engineer is very experienced and often manages the
situation with high experience, but not always the situation remains the same and building the
shipments this way is inefficient as various issues needs to be clarified before shipments can
take place.

Furthermore, if the shop order structure is decided to be held and the transition to customer
orders does not happen any time soon, this task-based planning structure is effective and easy
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way to link the shop orders to the project’s installation needs. The same can be done for the
customer orders as well if changes are decided to be made. However, for shop orders this does
not improve the traceability of the packaged contents which has been the key problem, but
instead this would allow the Logistics Engineer to build shipments more precisely and
efficiently based on the actual site needs.

If there are abnormal needs in the project deliverables these easily remain unnoticed as there is
no predefined plan of any kind. Hence, task-based plan consonant to the presented example
would be very effective for the company’s project operations. The plan should be started well
in advance during the project’s design and production phases. When the needs of the installation
are planned well in advance, for example 2-4 months before actual shipments to the site starts,
the export logistics organization could prepare for the shipments more efficiently. The detailed
planning could be done by project, design, site, and logistics personnel. According to the needs
the plan can be built as accurately as needed so therefore it can be formed project-specifically
based on the project needs. The current module-specifics delivery idea is good, but in such it
leaves too much room for interpretation. However, the supply planning requires development
and new approach because without supply plan, building right and accurate shipment sequence
is challenging.

6.2

Project logistics process development

In this section the development actions of the target company’s general project logistics process
are discussed. The purpose of this analysis is to introduce potential development actions for the
identified issues in the target company’s processes which were presented in the current state
analysis. Most importantly, the presented development actions in this section will be focusing
on improving the project logistics process transparency in terms of process responsibilities and
information flow. Furthermore, the actions will be focusing on developing the project logistics
efficiency.

General logistics planning
In addition to supply planning, a general project logistics planning requires development as the
current state analysis indicates. General logistics planning means, for example, preliminary
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planning of site operations, packaging, or supplier related issues. As the analysis indicated these
things had been done very project- and Project Manager -specifically and thus very deficiently.

What comes to the general logistics planning, the planning should be started already in early
stages of the project, starting from the project’s planning phase. In some cases, key logistics
personnel should even be involved more closely to the project’s first estimations, for example
related to the logistics costs which are made already during sales engineering phase. For
example, the logistics costs estimate in the sales phase could be made with limited details based
on kg as total volume to be delivered. Although, this is minor part of this ensemble it should
still be considered that planning of logistics issues should be started as early as possible to avoid
all unexpected surprises during the projects.
Because company’s projects always differ from each other in one way or another the planning
cannot be fitted unambiguously into one mould. This means that the planning need for different
logistics issues should be assessed every time during the early stages of the project. For
example, not in every project one must consider restrictions imposed by the project site’s
unloading area or warehousing possibilities. However, even though same plan cannot be applied
for each project, the planning process should still be uniform, and the process could be
developed as follows.

In the beginning of each project, logistically the project could be started with logistics kick-off
meeting, where all key personnel for logistics should be involved. During this meeting, logistics
related issues which require further evaluation and effort during the project should be reviewed
and discussed. To facilitate planning work a simple checklist, as presented in the table 8, could
be used to support the kick-off of the logistics planning.
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Table 8. Project logistics planning checklist

The checklist could be filled with project logistically fundamental issues which would always
be reviewed during this kick-off meeting. If any logistics issue is deemed necessary to be
focused more precisely, the checklist would be filled with relevant checkmark with additional
comment related to the topic. If the addressed issue requires further planning during the project,
the table could be supplemented with responsible person. This would clarify the problem which
the projects are currently suffering – how are the logistical responsibilities divided in the
projects between different stakeholders? The logistics issues presented in this table are
examples of typical logistics issues which usually arouses during the company’s project
execution. However, the checklist should be refined and completed with the relevant project
logistics issues.

Starting the logistics planning systematically in every project by using planning checklist would
be effective and yet easy way to notify project-specifically which issues need to be addressed
during the project. Depending on how large and long the project is, after the kick-off meeting
a few follow-up meetings should be held during the project execution. During these meetings,
the state of the planning should be reviewed, and new issues assessed. Executing the planning
systematically in every project, the logistics responsibilities would become more clear and
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unnecessary ambiguities, which the company’s project logistics often faces, could be avoided
and reduced.

Packaging
During the analysis, the packing process was identified with several deficiencies. Because the
company’s ERP do not offer any tools for packing or delivery logistics, the export personnel,
especially the Logistics Engineer, are performing a lot unnecessary manual work. For
facilitating this manual work an alternative solution was sought to develop the packaging
operations.
As presented in the section 6.1 the ERP’s customer order features would offer support for the
project export operations but as decisions for change have not yet been made, a potential
development solution had to be applied outside the company’s ERP. Furthermore, transition to
customer orders will take time which is why alternative tools will be needed. For these reasons,
the packing process is developed with a new Excel tool for reducing the manual workload. The
Excel tool is presented in the appendix 14.
The usage of the tool is based on the ERP’s quick report feature. The quick report allows one
to create project-specific reports based on the data desired by the user. In this case all important
shop order data which are needed in the packing planning was sought to the report. Because
reports could only be done project-specifically, Excel’s power query features were used for
combining data of multiple projects. The power query was created in a way that it removes all
duplicated data points, blank data fields and appends separate project data together. The tool
works in a way that the user can either update or add a new project to the database just by drag
and dropping the quick reports into the database folder. After updating or adding a new project
data, in the Excel one must only update the query which can easily be done with simple macro
which was created for that purpose.

After the described database was set up the actual packing information tool was created around
it. The ultimate tool itself is presented in the appendix 14. The tool was made with Excel’s data
entry form, which is built in feature in Excel. Basically, the form is made in a way that the user
must only input values: shop order number, package dimensions and weights as well as project
number and package number. Based on the shop order number or numbers, the system retrieves
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all the important packing related information from the created shop order database. After
inputting the values, the package data is saved into as a list into a separate excel sheet. Based
on the created list, the user can create the finalized package information and labels without
manual copy-paste work between the ERP and Excel.

As briefly described, yet this simple tool already reduces considerably the manual work which
was required during the packing process. However, the package labelling still takes time as
there is no labelling device available for use. The company has Bartender label design software
available for usage, but as labelling data is not available in the ERP and appropriate labelling
device is not in use. Therefore, the software is not yet useful for packing purposes. Moreover,
the packing process must be developed further. Currently all company’s Packagers are external
personnel and thus their responsibilities in the process have been quite narrow. This is due to
the reason that external personnel are not allowed to access company’s IT-systems. However,
the responsibilities of Packagers should be developed. For example, from the process point of
view Packagers should take care of the package labelling, but in current form the process does
not support this. For developing the process Packagers should at least be granted access to the
systems or a few Packagers should be hired to company’s books. Furthermore, if the transition
to customer orders takes place, it will affect to the Packager’s responsibilities because the new
process would bring new ERP related work steps for Packagers. Moreover, reducing external
personnel would be beneficial from the financial point of view as the cost impact of 4-5 external
Packagers is significant.

Furthermore, at the present time the shop order reporting does not work efficiently as it should.
This is proposed to be changed in a way that the personnel performing the physical packing
would also be responsible for the operation reporting. Now the reporting is organized in a way
that the Logistics Engineer reports the packing operations whenever remembers or has time
from other work. The process is not systematic. This is problematic because when packing
operations are not reported immediately, the Logistics Engineer must resolve afterwards which
shop orders has actually been packaged. Hence, if any own Packagers are not employed,
external Packagers should be organized to have access to the company’s ERP and the process
should be changed. Another option would be to report packing operations immediately after
material picking process, because specially for mere material picking shop orders, Warehouse
Workers are the only persons who know exactly when the shop order is fully picked and ready
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for packing. As the ERP does not have suitable system for management of packaged and
finished goods it does not matter in principle who reports the packing operations. However, in
the sense of process Packagers should take care of the reporting.

General project logistics
In addition to logistics planning and deficient packing process, a general project logistics
process was identified with several other potential development actions as well. From the
identified development areas, especially logistics documentation and managing of finished
goods was identified with potential development solutions.

The logistics documentation was in many cases recognized to be inadequate. Furthermore, as
the analysis indicated the purpose of each document was not clear for all logistics stakeholders.
Thus, the usage of existing documents was decided to be clarified and the contents of the
document was decided to be standardized. First, the important project logistics documents were
reviewed and modified. The documents were supplemented with necessary export and project
related data which were deemed important to be monitored during project work. Now during
the project work when these documents are used, unnecessary data needs to be left out from the
documents if it appears that some data is not monitored. Unnecessary and excessive documents
should be abandoned completely. From efficiency point of view, it is not probably most
efficient way of operating that each project has its own logistics documents. Therefore, for some
documents the abandonment of project-specific documentation should be considered and
merging project-specific documentation into one comprehensive document could be beneficial
in some cases. For example, merging shipment plan documents, which are used for scheduling
project shipments could be combined into one master plan. Also, project-specific package plan
documents could be reasonable to be combined, as keeping these in separate documents is not
very efficient and does not make much sense in terms of documentation management. However,
the aim of the standardized documentation would be that in the upcoming projects the
standardized documents would be used in similar manner.

From development of logistics documentation another related issue is reached. The fact that the
company has no warehouse management system for finished and packaged products causes
problems in the project logistics process. Because this information is only traced with separate
Excel lists, the company has no accurate information about finished and warehoused devices
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and packages. Finished products management should be developed and in the beginning, this
could be done just by combining the package plan documents. However, the current document
template is not suitable for this, so existing documentation should be developed further.

However, in the long run the management of finished products and packages cannot rely on
Excel lists. Managing data of 500 to 1500 packages and devices in separate Excels is above all
inefficient and very error prone. Because the package documentation management relies
entirely on the Logistics Engineer, with current project sizes and delivery volumes, the system
is very vulnerable. Managing multiple documents at the same time, creating package details
manually to them and creating shipments with the same documents is unsustainable. This leads
to the point that sometimes package details are simply not noticed to be added or the documents
are forgotten to be saved, and in the end packages remain unsent. However, the key issue is that
because the Logistics Engineer is the only person who actually uses these documents, important
delivery information is easily left unaddressed. If for example, any project goods are bought
straight to 3PL they will easily remain unsent if the Logistics Engineer does not receive
appropriate information or notice it. With current delivery volumes this problem cannot be
avoided as one person cannot manually handle such large amount of data. Therefore, advanced
solutions are sorely needed for development of company’s finished products warehouse
management.
Company’s delivery information should be accessible in the ERP system but at the present time
the system does not offer any tools for this. If the customer order feature is applied the
management of packaged goods would also improve. However, this does not solve the whole
problem as the customer order feature does not offer tools for finished product warehousing.
Furthermore, because the goods are often stored for months before the actual project delivery
takes place, system for finished products and packages are needed. Therefore, implementing
WMS for finished products is strongly recommended in the future.
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7

ASSESSING

IMPACTS

OF

DEVELOPMENT

PROJECT

TO

PROJECT LOGISTICS AND MATERIAL DISTRIBUTION
The goal of the master’s thesis was to identify development areas for company’s project
logistics and material distribution. In the chapters 5 and 6, key analyses of this study have been
addressed as well as in the chapter 7 potential solutions for identified problem areas have been
considered. In this chapter the key elements of the process analysis and material distribution
are brought together, and the impacts of the key development actions are assessed. In the end
the most important development suggestions are proposed in terms of project logistics and
project distribution. At the end of this chapter further research areas will be pointed out.

7.1

Evaluation of the project logistics development project

In the sections 5.1 and 5.2 company’s project logistics processes were evaluated through
various interviews and observations, through which several possible development areas were
able to be identified. However, only small part of the identified problems was able to be focused
within the scope of this research. Therefore, unprocessed problems should be assessed and
addressed. The identified key problems for project logistics are summarized in the table 9.
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Table 9. Logistics process challenges

Suggestions for project logistics
Many of the identified problems relate to the lack of material picking and packing data in the
company’s ERP system. Due to this reason the process stakeholders do not know whether the
goods have been delivered and where they locate at certain point of the process. Furthermore,
the problems recur as the process progresses. Inadequate material picking data causes that the
package details are insufficient, this causes that the delivery details must be insufficient which
lead to the multidimensional material traceability problems at the project sites. Implementing
RFID would improve the management of goods as RFID would allow for example monitoring
and handling of outgoing goods. Another option for the outgoing goods monitoring would be
to use barcode readers which would be cheaper and easier solution than RFID. However, in the
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current process these solutions would only improve traceability of larger devices and equipment
which is not really the problem.

The major problem is in the smaller materials, accessories, and goods in general, which are
processed through shop orders but do not include any actual manufacturing. Hence,
implementing IT-technology would not improve tracking of these goods as the current system
and the shop orders do not support it. However, these IT-solutions would speed up the picking
process which already would be very beneficial itself, but they would not improve the process’s
traceability problems. Hence, solutions for the process’s traceability problems must be sought
elsewhere. For this reason, not only for material distribution but also for general project logistics
it is suggested to seek further opportunities from the ERP’s customer order feature for replacing
shop orders which contain mere material picking and packing.

The logistics planning must be addressed and the logistics planning in general must be
developed. Developing logistics planning to be more holistic and coherent from the beginning
of the projects. This would bring solutions for many communicational and unclear issues which
arouse from time to time during the project execution. Logistics planning could be introduced,
for example, with unified planning model that was presented in the section 6.2. Regardless of
the model the planning should be implemented similarly from one project to another. With
unified planning model, the process stakeholders would know their roles and many unnecessary
surprises at the project sites could be avoided.

Package and shipment logistics tools must be developed further. The packing tool created
during the research was developed to facilitate the manual work which was required in the
packing process. However, this is not a long-term solution. Especially the packing process
includes a lot of manual work which requires more sustainable solutions and these need to be
available at the company’s ERP. Unfortunately, this is not currently possible for shop orders,
so alternative tools are needed in short-term purposes. Other than packing, a good start for
logistics process development would be to standardize the current logistics documentation and
create introduction from used documents and their contents for the process stakeholders. In the
long run all tools used in the shipment logistics purposes should be available in the ERP system.
Hence, also the possibilities of tools offered by the ERP’s customer order feature should be
examined further because the opportunities offered by the upcoming shop order features can be
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too narrow for the company’s needs, this is discussed further in the next section. However,
package labels, package lists and delivery notes for example need to be accessible from the
ERP.

Furthermore, the responsibilities of Packagers should be increased to decrease the manual work
of the Logistics Engineer. Now, the Logistics Engineer must spend a lot valuable time for
manual work which does not add value, and this should be reduced more by process
rearrangements. Moreover, evaluating the need for employing own packagers should be
considered.

7.2

Assessing development of the project distribution

In the sections 5.2 and 5.3 company’s project distribution operations were introduced. The
purpose of the distribution analysis was to analyse the material and logistics information
traceability more precisely within the project logistics process. The model was built based on
the ongoing large-scale projects at the present time of this research. The analysis was built based
on available project data, observations, participating the project logistics process and
interviews. Various development areas related to material and information traceability in
project distribution were able to be identified. The development areas are presented in the table
10 below.
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Table 10. Challenges in material and information traceability

Developing material distribution
Many of the material traceability related problems culminated into same challenges with the
project logistics process. However, for material traceability point of view shop orders as well
as lack of precise supply planning appeared to cause the biggest challenges in the project
logistics. Because the ERP’s shop order feature does not include such tools which could
maintain component level traceability or yet even device level traceability, the export personnel
cannot provide company’s project sites with traceable delivery details. For developing the
material distribution traceability shop order structures were studied in more detail and
alternative solutions were researched. The conclusion appears to that the company will not
achieve the desired level of traceability in distribution with the shop orders.

Material accounting during material picking and packing must be developed. However, with
current tools it is not possible as shop orders do not support mere material deliveries which does
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not include any manufacturing. Therefore, one cannot create detailed package details because
only place where the picking data is documented are the material picking lists, which again, are
not intended for detailed packaging purposes. Picklists are meant to pick material and issue
materials from warehouse for production purposes but not track material flow beyond this.
Picklists were attempted to be developed in a way that the lists would contain information about
the package number in which the specific material was collected. This have reached positive
feedback from project sites. However, this change does not improve the material traceability in
shipping as this picklist information is not achievable in electronic form. However, this helps
at the project sites for those shop orders where this can be utilized. Alternative solutions must
be sought outside the shop orders because the ERP’s shop order feature does not support other
deliveries than manufactured devices and equipment. A change to ERP’s customer order feature
is proposed for this and this could be implemented for example with following policy as
presented in the table 11. In the table, place of order refers from where the goods are ordered
and delivery channel from where it is delivered to the site.

Table 11. Suggested policy for delivery processing

1) Standard products are goods which characteristics remain mostly same between each
project. Standard products fall into two categories: products made for storage and products
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made for project. For company’s own products these contain manufacturing and thus need to
be processed through shop orders. Such assembly requiring products are, for example, 3Dcamera brackets.

2) Small accessories are project-specifics installation materials which needs are either carefully
planned and purchased, or they are so called x-components which demand are not carefully
planned in advance. X-components should be bought clearly locally or through customer orders.
3) Project-specifics products are company’s own devices and goods which are designed and
manufactured for specific project purpose. Typical project-specific devices are for example
bridge units. However, project-specifics products can also be installation accessories such as
safety signs.

4) Peripheral devices are major devices and systems which are bought from supplier for a
specific project. These products are for example conveyor systems.

5) Direct delivery goods are larger goods which are ordered and delivered straight to the
project site. These goods do not require assembly in company’s workshop before delivery. In
practice, company orders goods in two way: straight to 3PL or through own premises. For
example, many electrical cabinets are bought straight to 3PL and cable chains which are ordered
straight to company’s workshop.
In practice, the change to the current would be to transfer all shop orders which do not include
production as well as all x-components under customer orders. The ERP’s customer order
feature offers advanced tools and possibilities for material tracing in delivery operations as well
for general project logistics. This means that the ERP’s customer order feature would enable
component level material counting, creating of packing information and packing lists as well
as shipments. Furthermore, it is likely that the new ERP version will not improve the problems
in the shipment logistics that the company is currently waiting, so it is recommended to examine
the possibilities of the customer orders in more detail. This recommendation is mostly made
based on export logistics point of view, and because the change would affect extensively to the
company’s other functions and processes as well, the change cannot be implemented just based
on this research. However, from export logistics and material traceability point of view this
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change seems inevitable. Furthermore, as the research indicated, the company needs better tools
for management of finished products and thus implementing prober WMS for this purpose is
suggested.
Developing supply planning
The logistics information management in distribution was considered to be deficient in many
respects. In addition to lacking tools, for logistics information management the lack of precise
supply planning caused a lot of ambiguity and challenge during the project distribution. Because
supply plan is only done in device level by the Project Manager, the precise planning of
shipments remains on the Logistics Engineer’s interpretation. In current operations shop orders
should at least be linked more precisely to the supply plan.

For developing the supply planning it is suggested that the company implements an appropriate
model and tools for more precise supply planning. For current operations suitable model for
supply planning could be, for example, the task-based or trailer-based plan which could be
efficiently used for shop order delivery planning purposes. However, the planning
responsibilities need to be defined. The Logistics Engineer could perform the planning but as
the research indicated the Logistics Engineer only rarely has the deepest knowledge of which
shop orders or goods belong to same place in the installation at the site. Furthermore, the
Logistics Engineer is not the one who plans the actual installation sequence for the project.
Hence, the initial supply plan should already be created by the Project Designer which the
Logistics Engineer then only supplements by scheduling the trucks based on the Project
Manager’s or the Site Manager’s installation plan. Contents of the trucks would be planned
based on the created supply plan which would specify where different shop orders, devices or
other equipment belong to at the installation. The planning should be implemented uniformly
between different organizations, starting from the point that goods should be carefully aligned
in the specific need at the installation.

However, implementing over complicated model for supply planning is not suggested. Insofar
it is decided that the shop orders will be changed for customer orders it is possible to adapt the
supply planning process into the ERP system. Moreover, this requires that the design
organization develops their design processes as well. All the same, site supply planning needs
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to be developed and at first implementing a uniform planning model and developing a supply
plan process is strongly suggested.

7.3

Evaluation of the research

The results and suggestions presented in thesis corresponded to the objectives that was set for
this thesis, as company’s project logistics process and material distribution to the project sites
was analysed comprehensively. Furthermore, for these analysed areas multiple different
development solutions and suggestions were identified, proposed, and implemented. The
project logistic process study and material distribution analysis chapters together with the
solutions and recommendations chapter pointed out how the project logistics and material
traceability within the project logistics process can be developed.
Scientifically the results of this thesis were not very significant, but for the target company’s
business the results are considered significant and, above all, beneficial. In the sections 7.1 and
7.2 was presented the potential development solutions and suggestions for both development
of general project logistics and project material distribution. In the table 12 below is
summarized the proposed development solutions for both areas as well as evaluated the
potential impacts and challenges of each action.
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Table 12. Evaluated development actions

Many of the proposed actions for material traceability within the logistics process are either
associated with the company’s ERP or other IT based tools. For long-term development, no
system-level solution was identified that could be implemented fast and which could boost
material traceability at both ends of material distribution. At the moment, in the system-level
development there are two options for the company. The options are either to wait for the new
ERP version and the possibilities which it could bring. The other option is to begin researching
the more precise benefits, opportunities and requirements of the ERP’s customer order feature.
Based on the research, the latter of these options is recommended more over the other. However,
even though from export logistics point of view the change from shop orders to customer orders
would seem to be the way to go, the change itself would not most likely be that simple and
unambiguous. In practice, this change would have a board impact on the various functions
within the company, starting from the company’s design. But as mentioned, customer orders
may be the only way to achieve component-level traceability within the project logistics process
so the possibilities which it could bring should not be ignored. In any case, both of these
development actions present challenges which need to be prepared.
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For short- to medium-term options for material traceability development are limited. From the
solutions outside the ERP system, the supply planning is the area which could improve the
material distribution throughout the whole project logistics process. However, this involves
some risks and decisions which need to be defined as for in which level the planning is needed
to be implemented. It should be noted that, no matter how accurate shipping information the
ERP can generate, problems will arise in large project if the material needs of the installation
site are not carefully planned. In short term, the supply planning can be developed from device
-level to shop order -level and it can be refined as the implemented planning model stabilizes
and the planning process develops.

Furthermore, for developing general project logistics multiple short- to long-term solutions
were identified. Especially developing systematic logistics planning could clarify the process.
By implementing the uniform planning model that was presented during this thesis for initial
project planning, the general logistics planning could be improved with short response.
However, for long-term development implementing prober WMS for finished goods is
necessary. From a process point of view such a large amount of data is not efficient to be
managed manually with excels and moreover WMS is needed for development of material
traceability within the process as well. The logistics process should be developed continuously
and the proposed changes, for example for packing process, should be addressed. Implementing
actions for developing the identified weak spots could streamline the process and open
opportunities for further process development. Especially, by focusing the development to the
export and packing logistics tools would streamline the process remarkably when the manual
work would decrease.
7.4

Further research

The scope of the thesis was so extensive that several topics for further research were able to be
identified. In the first place, the potential change from shop orders to the customer orders could
not be reviewed in wider context within the scope of this thesis. Therefore, one of the most
interesting areas for further research would be to orientate in wider extent to the opportunities
of the ERP’s customer order feature. The positive effects of the customer orders for export
operations are clear, but the wider implications of the change should be reviewed from
perspective of company’s other functions such as design, procurement and project management.
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Effects of the change to the company’s processes should be estimated and a detailed
implementation plan should be set up before any actions of change are executed.

Furthermore, for material distribution this thesis focused more on logistics activities taking
place before project site logistics is reached. Hence, for further research a topic to consider
would be to focus how effective site logistics, including material handling and warehousing at
the site, could be organized in the projects. In large projects warehousing of goods should be
considered more precisely in a way that goods are correctly stored, available when needed and
managed efficiently. Efficient site logistics should detect possible shortages of goods already
at reception.

In addition to these, interesting topic for further research would be to study alternative delivery
channels. In practice, currently nearly all company’s own deliverables, excluding for example
robot frame legs, are either bought straight to company’s own premises or to the 3PL.
Eventually, all of the goods bought to the company’s premises are transported to 3PL where
from the actual project shipments to the sites takes place. This applies to all goods whether it
contain assembly or not. For all goods, this practice may not be the most viable way to operate.
Hence, for further research it would be worthwhile to study in more detail how company’s
deliveries are organized – what are the channels, types of deliveries and how different projects
affect to these. The key would be to study the possible goods for direct shipping and local
sourcing as well as assess the potential advantages and disadvantages of these.
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8

SUMMARY

The aim of this master’s thesis was to identify areas for improvement as well as generate and
present development proposals for target company’s project logistics process and traceability
of outflowing goods within the process. By defining the initial state of the target company’s
project logistics processes and by analysing comprehensively the project distribution of the
company’s large projects, several areas for improvement were able to be identified. Moreover,
during the research the effects of the carried development actions for the project logistics
processes and material distribution were assessed and analysed.

The research itself was implemented for a Finnish company operating in the field of industrial
automation and global project business. The prior before starting the research was to study the
relevant literature and focus on theories and methods of process analysis, modelling and
development. For logistics distribution the literature review focused on finding a perspective
on material management and traceability in the project business which were central aspects for
this research.

The research was conducted in multiple sections. Some of the stages were also carried out
simultaneously, as not all sections of the study were interdependent. First, the initial situation
of the project logistics processes was determined by describing the current state of the project
logistics process. The theoretical part of the research presented a framework for systematic
process analysis, which was able to be utilized in the process study. Based on the process
management theories, the research was started by getting acquainted with the processes under
the study. Processes were examined comprehensively through interviews and observations. The
interviews were conducted with the persons responsible for the project logistics. Different
project logistics processes and activities related to them were observed at the same time. Both
interviews and observations revealed various challenges in different stages of the project
logistics process as well as in the project distribution. Furthermore, material and information
traceability within the process were examined in more detail by analysing the company’s
project distribution of outflowing goods in ongoing large-scale projects. The identified
challenges were assessed, and development solutions identified.
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Analysing and developing the material distribution was the most time-consuming part of the
research. However, at the same time searching, combining, and analysing the data related to the
material distribution was most rewarding for the study. The biggest challenge was to find
reliable and suitable information. In cooperation with the people in charge of different project
logistics processes as well as external experts the overall picture of project material distribution
was able to be outlined. Furthermore, important information was sought to the analysis from
the company’s ERP system and documentation system. The analysis of the material distribution
was able to identify the initial situation of the external material flows related to the projects
before any development proposals were addressed during the research. Determining the
baseline for material distribution allowed one to determine the potential effects of identified
development solutions on the company’s material distribution.

In the development project, the identified development actions were divided into actions
enhancing general project logistics and material distribution. For general logistics the main
solutions and recommendations focused on developing the logistics planning, logistics tools
and streamlining the process. By developing the logistics planning the company has better
opportunity to execute the projects successfully when the logistics is well planned in advance.
For this purpose, it was suggested that the company implements common model for project
logistics planning and continues the project logistics process harmonization which was
launched successfully during this research. Developing general logistics planning is important
for making sure that the logistics process roles and responsibilities remain clear from one
project to another. Furthermore, developing logistics tools aimed to reduce the manual work in
the logistics process. For this purpose, a short-term Excel -tool was developed for processing
of packaging data and reducing the manual work. Other than that, the general process
development actions focused on clarifying the roles and responsibilities in the project logistics
and enhancing process efficiency.

For material distribution the main development actions and suggestions were identified for the
company’s ERP system and project supply planning. From the company’s ERP the main
deficiencies for the export operations were identified from the ERP’s shop order feature. The
research indicated that the ERP’s shop order feature is not designed to support comprehensive
shipment and export operations from material picking and packaging to transportation and site
operations. Because the shop order functionality does not have sufficient tools and capabilities
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for export operations the project logistics process will not achieve the level of traceability as
desired. For this reason, from export logistics point of view a transition from shop orders feature
to customer order feature was suggested. Transition to customer order feature is important as it
would provide tools for comprehensive order fulfilling and allow component level traceability
in the project logistics process. Moreover, in terms of material distribution it was identified that
not only system level tools, but also material supply planning was executed deficiently. The
research addressed that the installation site’s supply plan was only created in device level which
left the shipment needs of smaller components and goods open for interpretation. Supply
planning was proposed to be developed and for improvement of the planning a task-level
planning model was introduced. By connecting shop orders, devices, and other goods to a
specific need at the project site, dispatching the goods timely will be possible and construction
of shipments will become more efficient.

The objectives set for this research was able to be achieved successfully. The implemented
analyses in the research serve the further development of the company’s project logistics
processes. The main result of the whole research was achieved through of a comprehensive
analysis which led to the identified development proposals for both material distribution and
operational changes in the project logistics.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX 1. Process description form
Process name:
Question
1

Name and the meaning of the process?

2

Process owner, who is responsible of the process?

3

Process’s initial data, what is the input data which
triggers the process start?

4

5
6
7
8

Key resources: i.e. personnel, tools and devices,
IT-systems, and materials?
Process customers and other stakeholders,
including external and internal?
Where and how does the process start? First
steps?
Where and how does the process end? Last steps?
What are the main outputs of the process? I.e.
products, documents, service, data for internal and
external customers.

9

What are the process’s main objectives? What are
the key performance indicators?

10

How are the process being evaluated or how
process feedback is gathered?

Observation / Note

APPENDIX 2. Sub-process: Project Logistics Planning
Project phases I-III: Specification – Planning – Design

APPENDIX 3. Sub-process: Logistics services contracting
Project phases I-III: Specification – Planning – Design

APPENDIX 4. Sub-process: Material picking for packaging
Project Phases III-V: Design – Installation & Commissioning

APPENDIX 5. Sub-process: Manage Packaging
Project Phases III-V: Design – Installation & Commissioning

APPENDIX 6. Sub-process: Project delivery preparations
Project Phases IV-V: Production & Shipping – Installation & Commissioning

APPENDIX 7. Sub-process: Manage sub-supplier’s packing and shipments
Project Phases IV-V: Production & Shipping – Installation & Commissioning

APPENDIX 8. Sub-process: Manage Transportation
Project Phases IV-V: Production & Shipping – Installation & Commissioning

APPENDIX 9. Sub-process: Manage Site Logistics
Project Phase IV-V: Production & Shipping – Installation & Commissioning

APPENDIX 10. Background information of the interviewees

Project Managers
-

An interview was made for total of nine Project Managers

-

Interviewees were mainly Project Managers who had at least moderate
experience from large sized international construction project

-

Among the sample was some Project Managers with great experience from small
projects

Site Managers
-

Company’s all current five Site Managers was interviewed

-

Various experience in different types of construction sites, countries, and
international construction projects

-

Many of them have several years of experience in company’s operations

-

Among the sample Manager of US Operations, former Site Manager and
Manager of Site Operations

-

Several years of work experience in field related to company’s international
construction projects and site operations

Logistics Engineer
-

6 years of work experience in company’s export logistics operations and
international projects

Export Manager
-

Former Export Coordinator

-

Over 10 years of experience in company’s export operations and international
projects

APPENDIX 11. Questionnaire: Project Managers
Interviewee questions
Suunnittelu
•

Kuka vastaa projektin lähetysten suunnittelusta? (esim. lähetysten aikataulutukset,
missä järjestyksessä lähetetään ym.)

•

Kuka vastaa siten logistiikan ennakkosuunnittelusta? Missä vaiheessa tämä
suunnitelma tehdään? (esim. tavaran purkusuunnitelma, varastointisuunnitelma…)

•

Suunnitellaanko projektien logistiikkaa mielestäsi tarpeeksi?

Yleinen projektilogistiikka
•

Miten projektilähetykset ovat mielestäsi muuttuneet viimeisen viiden vuoden
aikana?

•

Toimiiko

projektien

logistiikka

mielestäsi

hyvin?

Jos

ei,

mitä

ongelmia/kehitettävää näet?
•

Oletko ollut mukana projekteissa, joissa logistiikka on toiminut hyvin ja
vastaavasti projekteissa, joissa huonosti? Pystytkö vertailemaan hyvän ja
huonon projektin eroja?

•

Ovatko

logistiikkaan

liittyvät

asiat

aiheuttaneet

myöhästymisiä

kokonaisaikatauluun tai merkittäviä kustannusylityksiä projekteille?
•

Onko projekteihin liittyvät logistiset vastuut mielestäsi selvät?

•

Onko

projektien

kasvun

myötä

lähetysten

hallinnoinnista

tullut

haasteellisempaa, jos on miten?

Tiedonkulku
•

Toimiiko tiedonkulku siten välillä mielestäsi hyvin?

•

Aiheuttaako logistiikan kannalta puutteet tiedonkulussa ongelmia projekteissa?

•

Onko lähetyksiin liittyvät tarvittavat tiedot helposti saatavilla?

Kustannukset
•

Miten kuljetusten kustannukset budj/tot ovat yleensä toteutuneet, jos ylityksiä
on ollut mitkä ovat mielestäsi olleet merkittävimmät juurisyyt?

•

Mikä mielestäsi on juurisyy(t) jälkilähetyksiin?

•

Onko jälkilähetysten kustannusvaikutus mielestäsi merkittävä?

•

Onko sinulla tietoa, miten logistiikan kustannukset projektille on määritelty
detaljisti vai näetkö vain siihen budjetoidun rahasumman?

Pakkaus
•

Kuka vastaa pakkauksista ja pakkauslistoista? Onko näissä mielestäsi
kehitettävää?

•

Kuka tarkastaa pakkauslistat ja niiden oikeellisuuden? Miten?

•

Onko pakkauslistat mielestäsi riittävän selkeitä? Jos ei mitä tarkennuksia niihin
voitaisiin mielestäsi tehdä? (löytääkö siten henkilöstö niiden avulla etsimänsä)

Kuljetus
•

Mitä lähetysohjeita lähetyksiin liittyy? Ohjeistetaanko oheislaitetoimittajia
lähetyksissä? (esim. pakkausvaatimukset)

•

Miten projektilähetyksiä seurataan? Voitaisiinko seurantaa mielestäsi parantaa?

•

Miten lähetetyistä tuotteista pidetään kirjaa?

•

Kuka vastaa oheislaitetoimittajien toimitusten hallinnoinnista? Miten?

•

Saadaanko lähetykset yleensä oikea-aikaisesti ja suunnitellussa järjestyksessä
sitelle?

•

Joudutaanko lähetysaikatauluja muuttamaan projektien aikana? (esim. tuotannon
viiveiden takia tai asiakkaasta johtuvista syistä)

Työkalut
•

Millä työkaluilla logistiikkaa hallinnoidaan? Ovatko nämä riittäviä? (esim. ERP
kuljetusten suunnittelussa)

Sidosryhmät
•

Hankaloittaako yrityksen ja asiakkaan välinen sopimus logistiikan hallintaa
(tullaus, kuljetus sitelle, purku…)

•

Aiheuttaako asiakas/toimittajat/muut sidosryhmät projekteissa mielestäsi
logistisia haasteita? Jos kyllä, millaisia?

APPENDIX 12. Questionnaire: Site Managers
Interviewee questions

Suunnittelu ja lähetys
•

Toimiiko lähetysten suunnittelu mielestäsi? (esim. lähetykset tulee aikataulussa ja
suunnitellussa järjestyksessä)

•

Tehdäänkö siten logistiikkaa varten ennakkosuunnitelmia? (esim. purku- ja
varastointisuunnitelmat)

•

Tuleeko kontteja yleensä sopiva määrä per päivä sitelle? Mikä on sopiva määrä?

•

Mitä logistisia puutteita olet havainnut tuotteiden lähetykseen liittyen?

•

Mistä mielestäsi alkaa siten vastuu logistiikka-asioihin liittyen?

•

Hankaloittaako yrityksen ja asiakkaan välinen sopimus logistiikan hallintaa
(tullaus, kuljetus sitelle, purku…)

Siten yleinen logistiikka
•

Kuka vastaa siten logistiikasta projekteissa?

•

Onko kokemuksesi mukaan siten logistiikka toiminut mielestäsi hyvin? Jos ei,
miksi?

•

Oletko ollut projekteissa, joissa logistiikka on toiminut hyvin ja vastaavasti
projekteissa, joissa huonosti? Pystytkö vertailemaan hyvän ja huonon projektin
eroja?

•

Onko

siten

logistiset

haasteet

mielestäsi

enemmän

toimittajista/asiakkaasta/muista sidosryhmistä johtuvia, kuin yrityksen omista
haasteista? Jos on, miksi?

Tiedonkulku
•

Toimiiko tiedonkulku sitelle mielestäsi hyvin? (lähetyksiin liittyvät tiedot)

•

Onko sitella tarvittava tieto helposti löydettävissä? (lähetyksiin liittyvät tiedot, esim.
pakkauslistat)

•

Miten saapuvia lähetyksiä seurataan sitella?

•

Miten saapuvista lähetyksistä informoidaan?

Pakkaus

•

Onko pakkauslistat yleensä selkeitä ja oikeita? Jos ei niin mitä tarkennuksia
niihin kaipaat?

•

Aiheuttaako väärin pakkaus ongelmia sitella? Jos aiheuttaa tarkenna millaisia
ongelmia.

•

Aiheuttaako oheislaitetoimittajan pakkaukset ongelmia? Jos aiheuttaa tarkenna
millaisia ongelmia.

Materiaalin hallinta
•

Löytyykö oikea materiaali yleensä helposti sitella?

•

Miten tavaran varastointi tapahtuu sitella?

•

Joudutaanko tavaraa varastoimaan sitella liian pitkään / varastoidaanko väärin?

•

Pidetäänkö työmaalla olevista materiaaleista ja niiden käytöstä kirjanpitoa?

•

Tehdäänkö saapuvalle tavaralle tulotarkastus, miten?

Henkilöstö ja kalusto
•

Toimiiko henkilöstön hallinta logistiikan näkökulmasta? (esim. työluvat, viisumit
ym.)

APPENDIX 13. Questionnaire: Export and logistics personnel
Interviewee questions

Työkalut ja menetelmät
•

Miten CIMO tukee logistiikan hallintaa?

•

Kuka tarkastaa pakkauslistat ja niiden oikeellisuuden, miten?

•

Miten lähetetyistä tuotteista/materiaaleista pidetään kirjaa?

•

Miten lähetyksiä seurataan, voitaisiinko seurantaa mielestäsi parantaa?

•

Onko pakkauslistat mielestäsi riittävän selkeät? Jos ei, miten niitä voitaisiin
mielestäsi kehittää?

Tiedonkulku
•

Aiheuttaako logistiikan kannalta puutteet tiedonkulussa ongelmia projekteissa?

•

Onko lähetyksiin liittyvät tarvittavat tiedot helposti löydettävissä ja saatavissa?

•

Toimiiko yrityksen sisäinen tiedonkulku mielestäsi riittävän hyvin?

•

Miten Sitea informoidaan lähetyksistä?

Suunnittelu
•

Missä vaiheessa projektin pakkaussuunnitelma tehdään?

•

Millainen pakkaussuunnitelma on?

•

Missä vaiheessa projektin lähetyssuunnitelma tehdään?

•

Millainen lähetyssuunnitelma on?

•

Onko projekteissa käytettävät dokumenttipohjat selkeitä ja toimivia?

•

Onko dokumenttipohjat standardoituja?

•

Suunnitellaanko projektien logistiikkaa mielestäsi tarpeeksi?

Yleinen logistiikka
•

Miten projektilähetykset ovat mielestäsi muuttuneet viimeisten viiden vuoden
aikana?

•

Onko lähetyksiin liittyvät logistiset haasteet mielestäsi projektikohtaisia, vai
kamppaillaanko Ulvilassa mielestäsi samoista asioista projektista riippumatta?

•

Mitkä lähetyksiä edeltävät toimet/tekijät hankaloittavat mielestäsi eniten
lähetysten toteutusta? (esim. suunnittelun puute ym...)

•

Mitkä ovat vientilogistiikan kannalta mielestäsi yrityksen suurimmat
puutteet/haasteet, jotka kaipaavat kehitystä?

Roolit ja vastuut
•

Mikä on projektipäällikön rooli vientilogistiikassa?

•

Ketkä vastaavat logistiikasta projekteissa? (Sitelle lähtevistä materiaaleista ja
lähetysten suunnittelusta)

•

Millaiset ovat näiden henkilöiden roolit?

•

Onko roolit ja vastuut mielestäsi selvät?

•

Onko logistiikan näkökulmasta henkilöresurssit mielestäsi riittävät?

APPENDIX 14. Packing tool

